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S A T I R E  &  S A R C A S M

 If you’re like me, good ideas come once in a 
lifetime; so, you have to make do with the medio-
cre ones along the way. This is what brings me to 
the subject matter at hand: How to start a magazine. 
Now, there truly isn’t a sure-fire way to 
embark on this venture; but, by God, 
I’ll pretend like there is and set 
out a list of how to achieve 
the impossible: get a bunch 
of creatives to be produc-
tive.

Step 1: Collateral 
What? You thought 
human beings would 
work without ex-
ternal consequenc-
es? Maybe this 
line of work isn’t 
cut out for you; 
I hear the local 
soup kitchens need 
volunteers with a 
naïve sense of do 
goodery (serious-
ly, they do).  But if 
you and I are on the 
same wavelength, you’ve 
already tracked the 
whereabouts and plotted 
the prime abduction hours 
of your future staff’s furry 
friends. Now, I’m not crazy; sure, 
divinity causes a determination only 
seen in serial killers and politicians. I just 
know the most efficient way to get things done, and 
I know the cost: a whole bunch of kibble. And trust 
me, nothing gets done if the animal dies (unless 
you’re dealing with the brooding artist type, if so, 
mangling an animal might be the price to pay for 
the best epic poem you’ve ever read). But, if you’re 
looking to inspire, after the completion of an ar-
ticle, maybe the animal saunters back home without 
an explanation.

Step 2: Tyranny and Faux Disillusionment
The only thing an artist/creative wants is a mold 
to break, a system to fight, and a cause to lose: this 
is where conspiracy theories come in handy. Think 

about it, countries’ ideals change due to 
elections based on false knowledge, 

why not use the fake news agenda 
to your benefit? So, the pro-

cess is as follows:
Create an enemy (pref-

erably out of someone 
known to be good: Mr. 
Rogers, Gandhi, etc.)
Prove their evil 
deeds are working 
towards a systemat-
ic goal of destruc-
tion of good or 
some bullshit like 
that (these are art-
ists we’re talking 
about, they’re not 
too hard to fool)
Fight the “evil” 
agenda, by fighting 
something complete-

ly unrelated. E.g.: My 
laundry must be done, 

or the Zionists win!
And, you know, do some 

magazine related stuff in 
the middle I guess.

Step 3: “We are not a cult” 
I mean, hell, the world is a cult of person-

ality; and it’s not even a cult of good personality. 
Be a piece of shit, be good, what do I care. Why am 
I writing this? Why am I creating competition for 
myself? Is it because I love the thrill of the hunt? 
Yes, and I will gut you like a tiny fish: haphazardly 
and just to prove to my dad I learned something. So, 
buckle up, here’s the race of a lifetime: may yours be 
short (or long, I personally don’t care. I already set 
up certain keyword blocking software on my staff’s 
phones, they won’t learn of your existence, it’ll just 
be our little secret.)

How To: Start Your Own Magazine
by Nash Hamilton

artwork by June Kolentus
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It’s here. You know what I’m talking about. Is it happening? 
Sure is! What are you gonna do about it? This! 

• Brew Antiseptic out of common household caustic chemicals 

• Sort every book in your house by which you want to burn for warmth first 

• Sharpen every handheld metal implement you can find 
 (except 1 spoon, trust me) 

• Learn to live with a shitty ass 

• Construct a new lingo based on misconstrued concepts of the old world 

• Get back into legos 

• Own a gun
 
• See how long you can stay handcuffed to a radiator 

• Cut the bottoms out of milk jugs and put em on your head 

• Submit to all higher authority 

• Perfect your chicken soup recipe! 

The worlds your oyster! If you think of yourself as a pearl created from the pressure of being inside 
an extremely tight clam, in the shape of your home! 

 In recent months I, like many other broken people, had been visiting a shrink. Not because my 
brain is too much to handle, I just wasn’t receiving the attention my ego deserved; so, for the low price 
of $XXX an hour, I had found peace. Until this Coronavirus thing started hitting the fan. . . 

That was one year-like week ago, I can remember it now: being able to eat in restaurants, see movies, and 
leave the comfort of your home without fear of impending doom. But that was then, and then my shrink 
started saying they had a dry cough: it was time to solve my own issues. In doing so, I began sampling 
various medicines until I had found my modus operandi for the foreseeable future. First I tested my 
stomach with vodka, and a few lurches over a ceramic bowl later, I decided to reconvene with a colored 
liquor. Wine did me well, but not well enough; for it had made me too giddy, I preferred a continual 
existential crisis for my day to day. It was at this time, I stumbled upon a birthday gift: Jack Daniels.

My tummy was warm, my senses dulled, but not dulled enough to lose my baggage: perfect. But after a few 

Get Infected... 
With Survival Prep!

by Evan Cenac
artwork by Jon Byron Kirkham

D.I.Y.  THERAPY THROUGH INTOXICATION
by Nash Hamilton

artwork by Jon Byron Kirkham
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days of this, I began to man-
age the effects of the sub-
stance and felt the dread 
of sobriety creeping up 
on me. The bottle was now 
dry, and my thirst for 
inebriation only grew; 
so, I began to try the 
“bang for your buck” 
intoxicants. Acid made 
me think I was gay, 
and as confused as I 
am about many things 
in this world, my sex-
uality was not one of 
them; shrooms made me 
think way too deeply, 
and I began to realize 
how much of a piece of 
shit I was; and Xanax 
made me pass out. These 
consumables were a few 
steps ahead of my pro-
gram, so I decided to dial 
it back with some good ol’ 
American weed. This made 
me happy, and after a few 
full days of haze, I could 
operate a motor vehicle some-
what proficiently.

I had thought that I had found 
the perfect mechanism to deal 
with my issues, the perfect vessel 
to place all my hopes in; but, as with 
many things, it was just a façade. My 
then dealer decided to break the news 
to me, “my house burnt down last night 
man.” At the time, I was in the full swing 
of dependency and couldn’t understand why 
the destruction of his house and fiery death 
of his beloved pit bull rendered him incapable 
of restocking me stash. One friendship later, I be-
gan to climb the ladder of intoxicants again; however, 
this time, in a more circular fashion. Instead of a lin-
ear path to self-destruction, it was more of a relay race, 
in which I ran with different partners at different paces. The 
first leg was cigarettes and booze, then came the breather with 
psychedelics. The second leg almost made me keel over when I over-
compensated with cocaine and more cocaine; after my heartbeat ceased its 
irregularity, I knew I was ready for another round. This lap was kind of a bonus 
round, trying all of the aforementioned intoxicants, as well as new ones: kratom, green monsters, black 
and milds dipped in psilocybin, and a whole bunch of cigarettes. When I came to, the nurses looked at 
me with lament.

I asked what had happened, and they began to explain the various exploits of my unconscious mind. I 
had gone to various liquor stores, gas stations, bars, restaurants, and at the end of it all, my subcon-
scious had contracted COVID-19. It was a sad day having to let that part of me go, but we’ve both been 
quarantined since I was exposed to the foolishness of my intoxicated mind. I regret nothing, and have 
placed the blame solely on the actions of a different individual with the same face and legal name.

D I Y  t h e r a p y  c o n t.
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 Getting your first place when you’re a young 
adult is a pretty big deal. Freedom from siblings, 
parents, or any outside social pressures can be lib-
erating. Especially if your place has a basement, 
loud music can flow like wine in Rome. It’s time to 
throw some shows. Here are a couple pointers on how 
to throw a successful show, a gift, from TWW to you. 

1) Make sure you charge at least $4 a beer; rent 
doesn’t pay itself. (Bonus points if you buy 
a handle and water it down, obviously to discourage 
binge culture you social warrior you) 

2) For lighting, the single bare bulb hanging from 
the ceiling should be enough. People 
know their way around. 

3) If you’re expecting a lot of people to come one 
small fan in the corner should keep the 
party cool. 

4) Always be sure to have your band headline the 
show. It’s at your house, right? 

5) Don’t worry about the neighbors. They’ll hear how 
much fun you’re having and ask to 
come next time. 

That’s it for now. You’re ready to throw the sickest 
shows this side of the Mississipi. So go, go out there 
and make me proud. 

How to Throw Sick Shows 

(In Your Basement)
by Addison Pozzi

artwork by John Welch

 Welcome to the city of fallen Honkytonk An-
gels, where pedal taverns roam, and all those who try 
to maintain their rightful intellectual property 
get sued. It’s a beautiful nod to Cain, but that’s not 
what we’re here to discuss. We’re here to tell you 
all the information that the city won’t tell you, 
the information which (if used wisely) won’t get you 
arrested. Today’s lesson encompasses a big issue in 
Nashville: some of the dumbest drivers ever con-
ceived. Where does this city gain all of its bad driv-
ers? Some individuals in government say it’s from all 
the asians and women, but we know that to be false 

and bigoted. We’ll say it’s due to anomaly and leave 
it at that; but either way, we have to deal with this 
load of unremorseful garbage people. And the only 
way to do that, is defensive driving.

Let’s throw a scenario at you: you’re on I-65, driving 
90 (as everyone does), and someone decides the most 
prudent way to make their exit is to clear 3 lanes 
in their F-250 with no turn signal. What do you do? 
Obviously, the first step is to look for nearby ramps, 
but if there are none, where do you go? Sadly, in some 
instances, people contrive situations that limit the 

M i n d  o v e r  M e d i a n
by Nash Hamilton

artwork by June Kolentus
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possibilities to collision; and in this case, make 
sure you get the best damn car payment possible. 
Generally speaking, the taller the truck, the more 
likely their Dad doesn’t want to get into a lawsuit 
that will jeopardize his business of illegal immi-
grant labor; in these situations, if you see a payout 
in the form of a hungover, well dressed, frat boy 
with a lip in: take your fucking shot.

Here’s another situation: someone cuts you off in 
a minivan, driving through the residen-
tial district at a calm 70 mph. They 
then realize that they didn’t 
need to and revert back to 
their original lane. You 
obviously call them ev-
ery bad word under the 
sun and flip them off, 
but now you’re awk-
wardly sitting at a 
light next to the 
person. You can 
feel them eyeing 
you up and down 
as they serve to 
provide a hor-
rible example 
for the unbuck-
led kids maneu-
vering the car 

like jumping beans. What do you do? Well, consid-
ering nothing matters anymore, get their license 
plate number, borrow the phone at a gas station, and 
make an anonymous tip to the department of home-
land security, and social services. Look at you! Now 
you know how to make your road rage count!

Let’s hit you with a final situation, see if you learned 
something: You’re in a parking garage, and see a spot. 
You have your turn signal on, and are about to make 

the turn; but, someone snakes your spot. 
It’s the same lady with the minivan 

and her kids are all armed with 
lead pipes. What do you do? 
Obviously, you wait till they 

all get out of the car and 
make some sort of tight-
knit formation; then, 
with divine prov-
idence, mow them 
down and make your 
city that much 
better. Sometimes 
you have to take 
the law into 
your own hands, 
it’s not vigilan-
tism, it’s doing 
your civic duty!

Scanned with CamScanner

3/20/2012
Reid Smith
Miss Barber
English, Period 3

Do it yourself Life

 Hey you! Yah you! Are you tired of paying taxes, for healthcare, and home insurance? Tired of 
having to always be the host because you have the most room in your luxurious house? Tired having to 
urinate in one specific spot and constantly flush it? Well there is a way to stop having to live by all these 
rules and really do life yourself. The first step is to get rid of your home. Homes are overrated. The Lorde 
created the earth in her image for everything to be our home. The trees are her legs, the grass, her hair, 
and the water her excretions. We were simply put here to bask in it. Once you accept all of this you are 
ready to expunge the unholy house from your life and to start living life by your own rules.

Now that you have rid yourself of your home it is time to start living like the natives do. See there are a lot 
of people who have already been living life on their own as an apex species. They are everywhere in the 
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world, but they usually prefer to gather in big cities and colonize together. They know the house dwellers 
will judge them so that’s why they make friends with each other and other rejected creatures such as rats 
and other rodents. The true knowers of knowledge refer to them as “storytellers” the ones who know the 
most and have seen the most without the restrictions of a home or government, but many small-minded 
individuals refer to them as “homeless people”. To become one of these people is the ultimate goal on the 
path of doing it yourself in life, but before you can become like them you must first learn more about their 
way of life and culture.

The people doing life themselves have a much different culture than all the other humans in existence. 
While other humans sleep in beds and have jobs, the life livers (which is what i will refer to them as for 
here on out) bed in anywhere whether it be a ditch, a sidewalk, a cardboard box, basically anything they 
can lay down on to rest. Instead of having normal jobs they create art on signs which read many differ-
ent things such as “spare change?”, “will suck dick for money”, and my personal favorite “Aids!” They use 
these works of art to get the income of regular people so that they can use it to barter for unique items 
from their own culture. One of the most important items in their world is called methamphetamine. 
This item is what allows these life livers to see what normal people can’t see and discover more about the 
world. It teaches them knowledge that they try to spread to other humans trapped in the system but when 
regular people hear it just sounds like gibberish since we have never experienced the magical solution.

Another beautiful thing about these life livers is that they have master immune systems. We are taught 
that diseases are bad and to stay away from them and if we get them then we must get treated through 
medications and other such ridiculous nonsense, but the life livers know better. They embrace disease 
and live life symbiotically with diseases. They encourage unprotected sex as it feels much better and the 
more STDs the merrier. See once you have been infected with everything there is nothing else to worry 
about and you just get to live life and spread the joy. If any of these diseases do cause pain the life livers 
have found the ultimate solution to pain, alcohol. See many humans know of alcohol and do enjoy casual 
drinks with friends or at dinner  but the life livers have discovered the true powers of alcohol. Doctors 
will make you think you need some kind of fancy prescription to fight pain but the live livers know all 
you need is a handle of jim beam to make you invincible. They figured out that if you drink enough alco-
hol all your pains and worries will go away and you will be in a state of nirvana. When doctors figured out 
that the life livers had figured this out they tried to coin it as negative trait calling these people “alcohol-
ics” but just like people already tried denouncing live livers once by calling them “homeless people” the 
true knowers of knowledge know that these people aren’t alcoholics they are miracle workers.
 
Doing life yourself, while it may sound scary at first, is how the Lorde truly wanted us to live life. That 
is why when you see these life livers they are always in a good mood whether they are seeing the world 
through the eyes of meth, healing their wounds with alcohol, or having orgies in the park it was the way 
God always envisioned her creatures to live. So don’t just sit there at home paying boring taxes and going 
to a shitty job get out there and live life yourself!

2
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by Nash Hamilton
artwork by 
Sierra Torres 

“Well that’s no man’s handshake.” 
~Your Grandfather

 Do you not have many friends? Obviously 
you don’t, you’re reading; but, if you want to gain 
more, there’s a simple, sure fire way to achieve that: a 
first impression. What’s the first thing you do when 
meeting someone? Do you bump fists, give ‘em skin, or 
bro hug? No, you fucking street rat, you shake hands. 
As any good American knows, Corona Virus or no Coro-
na Virus, the only way that you can tell friendship 
compatibility or bureaucratic standing is through a 
handshake; but this artform is being lost among the 
youth due to disinterested step-dads. I know what 
you’re thinking, “Maybe if they cared to get to know 
me. . .” Well cut that shit out, no one will want to get 
to know you with a squeamish handshake like yours; 
but don’t worry, I’m not just going to berate you like 
the rest of the male figures in your life. I’m going 
to teach you discipline through strong knuckles and 
adequately placed thumbs. 

Before we get started, here are a few preliminary 
rules: Make eye contact. Smile. Squeeze.
If the person approaches with anything other than 
the standard handshake, back away. They have no land.

Ancient Mesopotamian texts state that the handshake 

was the most vital form of 
communication, and execu-

tion was the punishment of 
those who fumbled the ges-

ture (try and prove me wrong, 
Sumerian’s a bitch of a language). 

So, let’s keep that noggin’ capitated 
and teach you proper handshake form. 

There are two things that separate a good hand-
shake from a bad handshake: 1. Destination 2. Grip. 
Reaching for a hand and missing is synonymous to 
social suicide, and squeezing grandmas hand until 
her digits face all the wrong directions is a felony: 
the latter a bit more desirable than the last (based 
on your birthday stimulus), but both fail to yield 
the continued human interaction you desire. So, to 
simplify the motion for you (you clearly need sim-
plification, you’re reading how to handshake), I’ve 
condensed it to 3 easy steps.

1. Assess your surroundings
2. Cock your arm, placing your hand in the firing 
range of the other’s hand.
3. Move forward with a quickness synonymous to how 
quickly dinner can turn into a fight when you come 
home for the holidays.

That’s truly all there is to it, but you’re not a pro 
yet! Get out there and shake some hands, make some 
deals, and cement your standing as head of the firm 
(once your dad kicks the bucket). The world is your 
oyster, now do some slurping.

H a n d s h a k e  P r o t o c o l
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 Do you ever look at yourself in the mirror 
and think, “Holy shit, I really look like Tiny Tim 
got face fucked by Andre the Giant.” Well I did too, 
for the longest time, till I finally had enough and 
said, “I’m gonna get plastic surgery!” The only prob-
lem is plastic surgery costs at minimum an arm and a 
nut, and there is no way (as a twenty something year 
old college dropout) I will ever be able to afford 
that; but that’s okay, because I just discovered the 
power of DIY. DIY is the act of doing it yourself (not 
sure what the acronym stands for though), and you 
may be asking, “How can I apply DIY?” Well, you can 
use it for anything including plastic surgery! Screw 
all those years of medical school and wasted money 
when you can just do it yourself.
 
While plastic surgery sounds scary, it’s really not. 
There are so many famous celebrities that have got-
ten their iconic looks from plastic surgery such 
as Kim Kardashian, Cher, and Caitlyn Jenner. While 
these celebrities have spent millions of dollars get-
ting these looks, I am giving you a cheap and fun way 
to do it yourself. Now, where you start all depends 
on what you want done. I will be covering two of the 
most common types of plastic surgery: hair trans-
plantation and liposuction. All very fun processes 
that should only take a couple of minutes compared 
to the usual hours you have to spend in surgery!
 
Starting with liposuction - for this process you will 
need either a penis pump or a high powered vacuum. 
Personally, I recommend the penis pump route, as it 
is more efficient, cheaper, and provides much more 
everyday use than a vacuum. I personally recommend 
the Optimum Series Advanced Automatic Smart Pump, 
as it is one of my personal favorite pumps, and has 
a great suction for getting every last chunk of fat 
out of your body. Next, you will need some scissors. 
Any household pair will do, but I recommend getting 
safety scissors, as you can never be too careful. If 
you don’t have any safety scissors at home, you can 
usually find some at your local preschool. Just let 
them know what you’re using them for, and you have 

my word they will let you use them. The final item 
is Elmer’s glue, so you can glue back your cuts after 
you are finished with the procedure.
 
Now that you have all of your items, you are ready 
to begin the surgery! Start by using your safety 
scissors to cut a hole in your stomach. Now this part 
may hurt a little, but as long as you’re not a pussy 
you should be fine. Then place your penis pump on 
top of the hole and turn it on. It will now suck all 
the fat out of your body but don’t leave it on for too 
long, you still wanna have organs. Finally, now that 
all of that nasty fat is out, just use the Elmer’s to 
glue yourself up and oila you look as skinny as a 
jew in the 40s.

Time for the hair transplant. This is more popular 
with the boomers, but some zoomers are also suf-
fering from hair loss, as a side effect of ongoing 
virginity, due to excessive fortnite play. Don’t wor-
ry though, the smart folks at This Wonderful World 
(trademark) have you covered. First you will need a 
pet. I recommend a cat, as they have the best hair 
and look cute even when it’s all shaved off. If you 
don’t already own one, just go to your local rescue 
shop and tell them what you’re doing, and you have 
my word they will be accommodating. Next, you will 
need a razor. Electric razors work fine, but I’m more 
of a straight edge kind of guy, as I like all those 
fine hairs. Lastly, you need the Elmer’s glue, which 
you can just reuse from your liposuction (affordable 
and resourceful!)
We can finally begin with the operation for the 
hair transplant. First, grab your cat and make sure 
you have its consent to shave it. You can do this by 
asking if it is okay to shave him/her, and forcing 
them to nod up and down. Now that you have their 
consent, begin to shave off their hair. While doing 
this check for any lice or any other bugs that you 
don’t want on the top of your forehead. Once finished 
shaving, place all of the hairs in a plastic bag for 
safe keeping and use your house hose to spray the cat 
down to get rid of any loose hairs and to help with 
razor burns. Pour glue on the spots of your head that 
are beginning to bald (or if you’re a chemo patient 
the whole thing). Then, 
all you have to do is 
pour out the cat hair 
on top of your head 
and oila your head is 
looking hairier than 
a woman in the 60s.

Plastic surgery can 
be such a hassle and 
that’s why we at This 
Wonderful World have 
found cheap and fun 
ways to do it yourself! 
Be safe out there.

D.I.Y. PLASTIC 

S U R G E R Y
by Reid Smith

artwork by Claire Forehand
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T.W.W. PRESENTS

HOW 
TO*

Gather 
Ingredients

For this recipe you 
will need:

-2 cans of Grape 
Juice 

(from concentrate)
-1 Gallon Distilled 

Water
-Two Yeast Packets

-Sugar
-Some Balloons

-A funnel

Combine Yeast 
and Warm Water Jug

Remember, always protect your 
face when taking on the A.T.F.!

Add Grape Juice
to Water Jug

STEP 4:

FIRE IN THE HOLE!!

Add Sugar!

STEP 3:
STEP 2:

STEP 1:

Photos by Nash Hamilton
Modeling by Evan Cenac

probable if not definite botulism (making hooch) for men!

Sometimes the sweetest rewards come at the cost of 
intense and irreversable intestinal damage!!!



Obituary
Evan Daniel Cenac

 Evan “CrustLord” Cenac of Spring Hill, age 21 beloved son of the 
late Karl Marx and decrepit America, brother of Samuel “Wyatt” Day, 
drunken political philosopher, middle-class drop out, punk journal-
ist, sadistic saint, masochistic destroyer of worlds, survived by the 
crackhead who dances in the parking lot, by the eyeless, club-wielding 
children of the caverns of tomorrow, by the three legged hound, by the 
two-headed cat, by Poe’s raven, by Molotov’s high-ball, Che’s disgrace 
and Mark Twain’s bastard heir, who was struck head-on by a milk-truck, 
running across the street to punch a bourgeoisie looter for robbing 
a defenseless old woman’s 24-pack double-ply Charmin. Dashed beneath 
the tires of the last, anachronistic milk-truck, somewhere in Chatta-
nooga, his gin-addled blood to blend with the whole-milk to a sickly 
pink, washing the dilapidated asphalt in a sea of prophetic substi-
tute (reminiscent of Hershey’s strawberry syrup) but he died with his 
fist up, clutching a Twizzlers rope, like a whip, to drive out those ATF 
agents from the unlicensed beer store, in the ruins.
 
Portrait by Sierra Torres
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STEP 5:
Balloon’er’up
and you’re 
ready to go!

Put the balloon around the lip of the 
bottle. It should look like a used 
condom on a flaccid penis.

“Hi, I’m Evan Cenac. People have always asked me, “Evan,
why must you live your life to the extent that you do?” 
Obviously, I like a good drink every now and then; and 
of course, I’d rather have my wine poured by some lackie 
at the alehouse. But sometimes you’ve run out of money 
to drown your sorrows at the bar, and sometimes all you 
have to your name is the distilled water to pass a drug test, 
a can of pure grape juice, some cocaine balloons, and a 
bag of yeast. If you think that 
I’m a fool for drinking my 
own hooch, you clearly 
haven’t heard my story.
To those who say I’ll die
younger than I ought:
Ye ain’t killed me yet.”
~Evan Daniel Cenac



The Most Beautiful Thing 
I Ever Saw was Drunks 

Picking Through Rubble
by Evan Cenac

photos by Nash Hamilton

s e r i o u s n e s s
COVID-19 
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 As ya’ll are aware, the Tornadoes that ripped through our state early in March were devastating be-
yond belief. 26 people dead, hundreds injured and countless homes destroyed in just a few minutes overnight. 
East Nashville, a spot I’m pretty familiar with as a wino, was one location in the crosshair of destruction 
that swept through, though certainly not the worst hit. I woke up on the 3rd to a haze of pictures and 
videos everywhere, the Basement East collapsed upon itself, Gold Club Electric Tattoo obliterated, yet both 
with murals still partially standing at least. 

I called TWW Commander Nash because he has a nice Camera and audio recorder and we set out to get into town 
and talk to locals on the scene. We got nothing salvageable from this endeavor, no decent audio or worthwhile 
interview, partially because of failures on my part (I’m not good at pushing buttons on devices) but mostly 
due to the immense guilt we felt on the scene of a fresh tragedy like this. Something about walking around 
with a camera in piles of what were livelihoods and homes makes you feel somewhere between a rat and a 
vulture. People who weren’t immediately busy were happy to answer questions, of course, but what assholes 
we would be if we bothered someone clearing downed powerlines and saving babies from debris? While it 
wasn’t overly prevalent, the clout sharks were indeed represented, walking around the still smoking rubble, 
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gramming live in massive 
sunglasses. But they were 
a minority among the 
crowds in the streets in 
East Nasty that day. The 
faces were the same as 
nearly any other day, the 
tattoos and beards and 
tees from weirdo artists 
in Instagram. 

Somebody gave me and 
Nash pairs of gloves and 
we got to work clearing 
a yard between Gold Club 
and the YMCA, two spot 
damaged beyond repair. 
Dozens of people were 
there to pile debris in 
sections and move scrap 
to be hauled off, stack-
ing cinderblocks and fell 
trees and finding weird artifacts. I found a few pieces of antique flash 
sheets presumably blown fromm Gold Club, unfortunately damaged by wa-
ter, and added it to a growing pile of taxidermied animals and framed 
pieces in front of the wreckage of the tattoo shop. Later I found an 
original Hank Williams Jr tour shirt with the tags from the thrift 
store that it used to be in and portraits of confederate generals labeled 
“Our Heroes” hanging in a tree. Despite the tragedy, folk were in good 
spirits and didn’t shy from laughing. 2 ladies walked up and down the 
street pulling an ice chest in a wagon, handing out White Claws and 
Modelos and gloves. One guy stepped on a nail at the wreckage that was 
the skate shop, 4 people held his leg to pull it out while one ran to his 
car to grab some bourbon to pour on it. He denies it, after taking a big 
swig. Oh, and Jack White was there but whatever. 

by Kahwit Tela
 The first week of March wasn’t an easy one for 
Nashville, Tennessee.On the night of March 2 until 
the early morning of March 3, a tornado ravaged its 
way through Middle Tennessee. The aftermath includ-
ed homes and businesses destroyed, utilities cut off 
and worse- at least 25 people killed.

After living here for the past fourteen years, Nash-
ville has become home to me, as well as others.
So, naturally, when I learned about what had hap-
pened, I felt a surreal sort of sadness. Yet I knew 
that Nashville would get back on its feet, as it did 
with the 2010 floods. I had no valid proof behind my 
reasoning, but I could feel it in my bones:

Nashville will recover. The only question is how?

Thanks to the recommendation of my friend/colleague 
Isaac Eustice, I went to a local non-profit organi-
zation called “People Loving Nashville” in hopes to 
spend an evening with them. People Loving Nashville 
is more than your typical non-profit organization. 
For starters, it happens once a week (Mondays). Each 
week, PLN helps a vast array of people in need with 
things varying from food, clothing, toiletries, etc.

I arrived  roughly five to ten minutes before 4:30 at 
PLN’s Kitchen on 522 Russell Street. I signed myself 
in, took some gloves, and went into the main hall 
to help. However, I couldn’t have imagined the num-
ber of donations that were there when I walked in 
(There were boxes upon boxes of donations that came 

My Night Out with 
People Loving Nashville

t h e  m o s t  b e a u t i f u l  t h i n g  c o n t.
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p e o p l e  l o v i n g  n a s h v i l l e  c o n t.
for tornado relief!). Yet despite the overwhelming 
amount of donations, none of the volunteers were 
complaining. Rather, they seemed glad to be at PLN 
and grateful for these donations. As more volunteers 
arrived, we were divvied up into tackling certain 
sections of the donations that were designated with 
labels on the wall. (For example, some people worked 
in the clothing section while others worked with 
food items.) As for me, I was assigned to household 
items and my job was to take the items out of the 
boxes and sort them out (ex. detergents, toilet paper, 
etc.) I kept at this until about 5:15, when other new 
volunteers and I were called into an orientation 
meeting that took place behind the stage.

Unfortunately, I’m not able to describe everything at 
the orientation meeting in detail, mostly because of 
already having a limited amount of space with an 
article.It won’t do PLN justice but what I can say is 
that I was able to see the spirit of this organization 
just from an orientation.

People Loving Nashville, according to its website, 
started on Thanksgiving in 2008 amongst a group of 
friends who wanted to celebrate the holiday differ-
ently. How? By “packing hot meals to share with any-
one [they] found surviving the streets of downtown 
Nashville.” PLN has grown tremendously since then 
and shows no signs of slowing down anytime soon. 
You could tell how the organization was growing by 
not only the amount of people, but by where they 
came from.

There was a group of college kids from Austin, Texas, 
locals from Nashville, and even one guy who came 
from Boston, Massachusetts. (And these were just the 
people who were at the orientation with me!). The 
goal of PLN is not to resemble your typical non-prof-
it but rather, a community. From all the volunteers I 
saw that came in to help after the tornado, it’s fair 
to say that PLN went above and beyond with that 
goal.
Soon after an assembly line to make the dinner (ta-
cos, by the way!) and group prayer, everyone headed 
off towards War Memorial Plaza to give some food and 
comfort to those nearby. Unfortunately, I ended up 
getting lost on my way there (no thanks to my GPS!) 
and when I finally got there (and found a place to 
park), the meal service was practically finished.

While I was a bit down that I was unable to serve 
the food, I remember something that I and the other 
volunteers were encouraged to do- just sit and talk 
with them. I threw away all my shyness and ner-
vousness (at least, attempted to) and went around to 
different guests at the PLN event to ask my set of 
questions. My hopes of getting an interview got shot 
down a lot. The reasons varied from concerns about 
their safety to just being uninterested in the idea 
of an interview. Naturally, I felt defeated, however I 
couldn’t blame anyone for declining. As I was about 

to give up, I noticed a man sitting against the wall, 
eating his tacos. I don’t know whether it was desper-
ation in hopes of interviewing at least one person 
or if it was “the Holy Spirit trying to call me” like 
Ryan, one of the leaders at PLN, said before everyone 
left for the plaza. Whatever it was, I went towards 
him.

After introducing myself to him and telling him 
about the article I was working on, he asked me what 
magazine this was for. When I told the man, it was 
for This Wonderful World, he smiled and said how 
he “liked how positive the name was.” He agreed and 
invited me to sit down next to him.

For the next few minutes, this man told me about all 
the pain that he went through in his life. From his 
abusive childhood to being currently homeless, he 
told me his entire story. However, despite the pain 
he went through and is currently going through, the 
man holds a positive attitude. While he admits that 
it’s hard to maintain that mentality all the time, 
he always looks on the bright side of things. Also, 
he’s smart as well as wise! During our conversation, 
he referenced the principles of some philosophers 
such as Socrates and hopes to go back to school to 
get a degree. One thing that the man said that really 
stuck with me was his acknowledgement that while 
he had no control over the abuse afflicted upon him 
as a child, he does own up to his own mistakes. You 
know that “honored” kinda feeling when you’re the 
person that someone opens up to? It sounds cheesy, 
I know, but I felt that. This man opened up to me, 
a complete stranger, and yet apologized for it. He 
apologized that I wasn’t able to ask him any ques-
tions for the interview. However, I didn’t mind that 
we didn’t go with an interview. To be honest, I’m glad 
that I didn’t ask the questions. I felt like I learned 
a lot more from this man just by talking with him 
as opposed to doing an interview.

I wanted to talk to him more but unfortunately, it 
was time for the volunteers of People Loving Nash-
ville to go. Before I left, I asked the man his name, 
to which he replied with “Paul.” After I told him my 
name, we exchanged goodbyes and parted our separate 
ways. As my night out with PLN came to an end, I 
concluded that Nashville will recover. It wasn’t the 
number of people that came across the country to 
volunteer that made me reach this conclusion. Nor 
was it the overwhelming amount of donations that 
came to PLN or even what PLN was doing amidst the 
escalating Coronavirus issue. Rather, it was because 
of people like Paul who, despite the hardships he’s 
been dealt and is currently dealing with, keeps as 
positive of an attitude as he can during these trou-
bling times.

Nashville will recover. It’ll take some time, but ev-
erything will be okay…
(For more information, click here )
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by Eden Davenport
photo by her mom

 Since living in Europe, spe-
cifically based out of France, I’ve 
noticed a very peculiar thing that 
I didn’t expect as an American so 
caught up in her country’s own 
brutal history: people are racist 
everywhere! 

My time overseas at the commence-
ment of the COVID-19 outbreak 
was proof of this. From off-hand 
comments about staying away from 
Chinese people to outright re-
marks in the presence of Asian 
individuals on how they shouldn’t 
be traveling, it seems nowhere is 
exempt from xenophobic behavior. 
If you feel relieved at the notion 
that someone else is the source of 
the problem, it is likely because 
you want to feel more in control 
of the situation. It’s a silly, ir-
responsible, and very, very human 
way of thinking about a public 
health crisis. 

Let’s get to the facts: this virus 
sees no race (In fact! No really, get 
this! No virus ever has!!!). Anyone 
can get it, anyone can spread it — 
especially French people who kiss 
each others’ cheeks in greeting! 
Blaming people from the country 
of known origin will do nothing 
to solve the problem; changing our 
cultural habits to be more health 
and safety conscious will. 
I had a unique perspective in be-
ing able to observe the develop-
ment of this issue from its Eu-
ropean epicenters, partaking in a 
personal exodus from Italy, France, 
the UK, and back into the U.S. a mil-
li-second ahead of the countries’ 
respective governments buckling 
down on the virus. Over the past 
few months, I’ve seen first-hand 
the general reaction to the vi-
rus amongst different population 

groups, and now, after finish-
ing my Harry Potter Lego set in 
self-quarantine (Day 4 Wooo!), I’ve 
come to write this piece. 
Thursday, March 12th: 

I wake up at 4 am expecting to 
catch a train to Paris in the next 
hour. I look at my phone and see 
frantic text messages from my 
parents: a travel ban is about to 
be placed on U.S. citizens going to 
Europe for the next 30 days and 
bars European citizens from en-
tering the U.S. 

I was one of the lucky ones. Get-
ting the alert a mere two hours 
after Trump announced the ban in 
the U.S., I jumped on my comput-
er and booked tickets home before 
the prices rose exponentially. The 
ban was set to take place on March 
13th, Friday the 13th (how perfect-
ly fitting), and I had to pack up 
my whole life in France within 
the next 10 hours before catching 
a flight to London (still exempt 
from the ban at this point). 

Already prepared to leave in the 
coming days, I had gathered up all 
my things with relative ease. The 
past few weeks had been hosts of 
confusion in media coverage on 

which way the virus was going, 
but now with such a move from the 
U.S. government, it seemed that it 
was getting worse everywhere. 

I had plans to move in with an-
other host family in Italy after 
March, plans I had just canceled 
after being unsure with school 
closures what the lifestyle would 
be like: a good move seeing as the 
country is now under lock-down, 
France now following suit, and the 
U.S. coming up not far behind. 

I was leaving a nation that was 
swiftly turning into a ghost town. 
Amidst new regulations advising 
people to work from home and all 
non-essential businesses to close, 
I began to ask myself the import-
ant questions: “What is happening 
to the families that live paycheck 
to paycheck?”; “What will parents 
do that still have to go into work 
but can’t afford childcare?” 

These questions are important 
but are also formed around the 
basis that all systems function 
like American systems. In fact, 
in France, they have universal 
health-care and paid sick leave, 
needless to say, they had the sys-
tems in place that ensured 1 most 

COVID-19 
Perspective 

P i e c e
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of their population wouldn’t sink 
into poverty and panic in a situ-
ation like this one. The same can-
not be said for the U.S. 

Upon arriving home, not only was 
I surprised by the relative ease 
of mind everyone seemed to have 
about the increasing spread of 
the virus, but I also watched our 
government have to build the 
necessary measures to protect 
the working population from the 
ground-up. 

Maybe it’s optimism, maybe one of 
the most affluent countries in 
the world should have measures in 
place ensuring relative stabili-
ty can be achieved in response to 
worst-case scenarios. However, I’ve 
been slapped in the face with the 
realization that the systems we 
are supposed to rely on are crip-
pled by miscommunication on a 
federal level and an overall lack 
of preparedness. 

During my long weekend in the UK 
where I had to wait for a Monday 
flight to get back to the states, 
I took a rare empty train from 
London Gatwick to my hostel up 
in North London. The atmosphere, 
normally relaxed and amicable, 
now carried an air of mistrust 
and tension. 

According to The Local Fr, “The 
French government passed a decree 
at the start of February making 
it 1clear to employers that any-
one who was self-isolating under 
government advice qualifies for 
sick leave in the same way as any-
one who is ill.” This allows for 
paid-sick leave up to 20 days for 
all employed citizens, regardless 
of a company’s individual policy. 
https://www.thelocal.fr/20200302/
coronavirus-what-are-the-rules-
for-sick-leave-and-working-from- 
home-in-france 

Upon stepping into my shared dorm 
room after walking up the hill 
with six months' worth of lug-
gage in the cold night air, I was 
a little out of breath and sniffed 
my nose. A cue to which a woman 
peeked out from her bed and with-

out so much as a hello, inquired, 
“Do you have a cold?” 
G
rounds for which called for 
self-isolation in the U.K.. Thus, I 
understood her concern, but was 
a bit surprised by the fact that 
someone I didn’t know skipped 
out on simple small-talk to try 
and oust me. People were on their 
guard, to say the least. 
Monday, March 16th: 
The day before the ban got extend-
ed to include the UK, and when the 
British government itself was be-
ginning to cancel schools, public 
events, and in-office work, I had a 
one-way ticket to JFK. 

On my way out of the city, I had a 
clear view from the top of a dou-
ble-decker bus and looked out at 
the desolate streets before me. In 
one of the largest cities in the 
world, stores were closing their 
shops at 4 pm; a man sitting next 
to me remarked at the strange 
sight, “These are always open 24 
hours, every day of the week!” 
The bus was half-empty, just like 
the streets. 

I asked him how long he’d lived 
here, “Five years,” and if it was 
affecting the work he was in, “I’m 
a butcher. I’m lucky I can still 
work. Even during this time peo-
ple still need to buy meat.” 

He was light-hearted in the way he 
spoke but held his scarf over his 
nose as we talked. When we walked 
down to the lower level, I grabbed 
on the bar to keep from falling as 
the bus jerked, he pointed to my 
hand and shook his head gravely, 
“You shouldn’t touch that.” 
He left and I bid him good luck 
with everything, pondering how 
it would be in the coming weeks 
with drastic changes already com-
ing overnight. 

From my perspective, people living 
in major cities weren’t taking the 
issue lightly and I expected the 
same coming back to the states. At 
first, this was true, as I board-
ed my plane back home everyone 
simultaneously whipped out their 
Clorox wipes and started cleaning 

their seats with determination to 
not leave any spot left behind. 
However, as I parted from JFK to 
head back down south to small-
town USA, people didn’t seem to take 
any precautions and mostly just 
complained that their vacations 
had been canceled. Kids openly 
coughed; after landing people ran 
up and hugged their relatives and 
overall just had a demeanor that 
nothing had changed. 

Coming from Europe, my situation 
was a bit different. Hell, I couldn’t 
even hug my family that I hadn’t 
seen in several months. I stuck a 
face mask on and headed back to 
my house ready to start the next 
14 days of self-quarantine. 

Since being able to see the situ-
ation back in my own country, I 
have to say I am feeling increas-
ingly concerned not only at the 
response of the federal and state 
governments but also at the atti-
tude of the general populous. It 
seems we have continued on our 
trends, even in times of crisis, to 
value economic gain over human 
life. For those that cannot work 
from home, they’ve either had to 
choose to continue risking their 
health, and those of their imme-
diate family, or sacrifice a pay-
check. From a survey taken in 2017 
by CareerBuilder, a website that 
helps in job searches, it was found 
that 78% percent of working Amer-
icans live paycheck to paycheck. 2 
h t t p : / /p re s s . c a re e rbu i l d e r.
com/2017-08-24-Living-Paycheck-
to-Paycheck-is-a-Way-of-Life-for- 
2Majority-of-U-S-Workers-Accord-
ing-to-New-CareerBuilder-Survey 

There is talk of addressing these 
concerns that affect the majori-
ty of our population, but at the 
moment that’s all it is: talk. The 
response to these rising problems 
has been delayed despite warn-
ing signs shooting up around the 
globe. Even when questioned now, 
our President is failing to give 
a future timeline for when issues 
of supply shortages, Universal 
Basic Income checks, and general 
stability will be resolved. 

c o v i d - 1 9  p e r s p e c t i v e  c o n t.
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Notes from Quarantine
by Isaac Eustice
 I am commonly afflicted with sleep paraly-
sis, a rare hereditary sleep disorder in which the 
sleeper wakes partially, and prematurely, in the mid-
dle of their sleep-cycle, paralyzed and experiencing  
frightening hallucinations and physical sensations, 
essentially projecting dream imagery onto the room 
around them. As I’ve grown older, episodes of this na-
ture occur less frequently, and I have learned ways 
of coping and even escaping the paralysis through 
breathing exercises, reason, and prayer. Nonetheless, 
I will, from time to time, depending on how much 
sleep I’ve had, what substances I’ve consumed, and my 
overall emotional and physical health, still awake 
in realms beyond the waking norm. This happened 
recently, and while I did not see anything like the 
apparitions I have encountered in the past, I felt a 
very heavy, gravitational force surrounding me and 
the phrase: “A man plans his way but the Lord directs 
his steps,” (a paraphrase of chapter 16 of Solomon’s 
proverbs) echoed through my startled mind. I man-
aged to wake up, and lay awake for some time contem-
plating the nature of goals, progress, and ambition. 
At this time I was experiencing a lot of existential 
anxiety about work, and what the hell I was meant 
to do with my life. After a demoralizing stint as 
an office worker, a Mexican chef named Pablo I had 
worked with previously called me from the kitchen 
of the bar across the street from my house and asked 
me to come work with him. “It’s easy money man, we 
really need help.” I decided my bourgeois ambitions 
were misguided, that kitchen work was the lifestyle 
God made me for, and getting my dusty chef-coat out 
from the closet, sharpening my knife, I returned to 
the line-cook trenches as to an old, bastard friend. 
After my first week, a blissful week, in which I re-
ally (as an Army veteran told me once) learned to 
“love the shit,” a co-worker told me he heard from 
a good source that a state-wide quarantine would 
begin Wednesday of the following week. I laughed to 
myself thinking, “the day I get my shit together, the 
world will end.” After two back to back 

doubles, I did a line of some good, clean speed and 
went to a beer-joint with a coworker, and we talked 
very calmly and civilly all night about Christian 
Anarchy, alternate dimensions, and music. Consider-
ing the current catastrophe unfolding around us I 
must confess I have felt a strange sense of relief, 
as all of my plans have been interrupted. There is 
something oppressive about the ambition we are all 
exposed to as members of an affluent, capitalist cul-
ture. We are enslaved to the idea that we must make 
something of ourselves, so that we can impress those 
around us, whose respect we feel we cannot live with-
out, those people generally whom we both look up 
to and despise, people we have nothing to do with, 
people we envy and fear. We torture ourselves with 
our unattainable, arbitrary goals, telling ourselves 
we must conquer the world or else we are worthless, 
all the while brutalizing those closest to us, tram-
pling the flowers, and cursing God and fate and the 
mildest inconvenience. Something about the prospect 
of a nation-wide, even world-wide quarantine, seems 
fitting. Something about a pandemic feels like the 
medicine we have not known how to ask for. As the 
whole world shuts down around us, we must consider 
the blessing within the curse: at last we are forced 
to sit still in our homes with those closest to us and 
contemplate the true meaning of life, which can-
not be all grandiose as being successful or famous. 
Stripped of our jobs, of our economy, and our social 
distractions, we must come to grips with that in-
ner disorder which compels us to self-improvement 
and externalized exploits we use to quiet our souls 
whispered cries. In my opinion, this crisis is noth-
ing to panic over, to hurl ourselves off of bridges 
or in front of traffic for;  in my opinion this is a 
staycation we have needed for a long time and been 
unwilling or unable to give ourselves and those that 
matter the most. This is an hour to consider the 
“why” behind every “must” and smell the roses, re-
discovering what it means to be human, stripped of 
every egoic pretense. 

If anything, it should teach us 
the circumstances we are elect-
ing our leaders for. These are the 
times that count and these are the 
times that teach us what’s broken. 
All I can say is, going forward, let 
us not be negligent again, let us 
be active in helping stabilize our 
communities, and let us pay atten-
tion to the choices that are being 

made for us that we have a say in. 

My advice in the coming weeks is 
to do your part by just staying 
inside, but if you’re looking for 
more active ways to help, some or-
ganizations in need of donations 
are listed below: 

UNITE HERE Education and Support 

Fund, Make the Road COVID-19 Emer-
gency Response Fund, CPD Action, 
Feeding America, Coworker.org, Na-
tional Domestic Violence Hotline, 
American Guild of Musical Art-
ists (AGMA) Relief Fund, Children 
of Restaurant Employees COVID-19 
Relief Program, and US Bartenders 
Guild COVID-19 Relief Fund. 

c o v i d - 1 9  p e r s p e c t i v e  c o n t.
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 It’s hard now to think of 
queer spaces as anywhere other 
than in DIY communities. As Élo-
ise Choquette eloquently puts it 
in her article “Queering Archi-
tecture: (Un)Making Places”: “The 
need for secrecy is deeply root-
ed in the history of queer spac-
es which, as a matter of survival, 
needed to be adaptable, ephemeral, 
small, and anonymous.” Embracing 
one’s identity and letting go of 
the masks of a shadowed life in or-
der to live brightly, flamboyantly, 
and unapologetically with people 
who share similar struggles, is at 
the core of queer mythologies. All 
of these pre-requites for queer 
autonomy are met in DIY spaces 
and culture. But these two ways of 

life haven’t always been so inter-
twined. 

DIY ethics began in the early-mid 
1970s with the rise of punk music. 
Deemed unsellable by mainstream 
channels of the music industry, 
punk musicians began printing 
records and throwing shows them-
selves in order to have a closer 
relationship with their fans and 
find an audience. While punk may 
have always held a kind of misfit 
inclusivity for young people on 
the fringes of society, the LGTBQ+ 
community was almost always left 
out of these spaces. I’m reminded 
of a particularly poignant scene 
from the movie 20th Century Wom-
en where the protagonist Jamie, a 

self-proclaimed feminist, is bul-
lied by his peers for questioning 
a sexist remark. The kids then 
spray paint his car with “art fag” 
on one door and “Black Flag” on 
the other. 

However in the 90s as queerness 
was becoming radically accepted 
in America, queer spaces and the 
DIY ethic began to merge. In his 
book, Bound and Unbound: Inter-
disciplinary Approaches to Gen-
der and Sexuality, David Zowie 
outlines how the fusion of queer 
spaces and DIY culture “stems from 
a reaction against the commer-
cialization of gay pride events.” 
Throughout the ’90s, big corpora-
tions began to latch onto these 

Queer Spaces 

by Addison Pozzi
artwork by Jon Byron Kirkham
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pride events as a way to net prof-
it through the illusion of social 
justice. This effectively ended 
any real queer autonomy and be-
came a parade, quite literally, 
for the capitalistic flaunting of 
institutions looking to ride the 
waves of mainstream queer accep-
tance for a purely monetary gain. 
So queer spaces went elsewhere. 
From the 90’s rave scene in the 
UK to riot grrrl in the pacific 
northwest, real autonomy was re-
claimed in enclaves and not at 
corporate-sponsored events. These 
DIY alternatives offered a safe 
space from the homophobia and 
machismo of the early DIY punk 
movements and the greed of big 
business. These places have become 
spaces of radical acceptance where 
queerness can be shared and cele-
brated for no reason other than 
commemoration. 

This all changed on December 2nd, 
2016. The famed warehouse and art-
ist residence Ghost Ship caught 

fire and burned down during a 
show eventually claiming the 
lives of over 36 individuals. Ghost 
Ship was operating illegally, as 
many DIY venues do, out of an in-
dustrial park in Oakland, Califor-
nia. This sent ripples through the 
DIY community. Less than 48 hours 
after the fire, an anonymous email 
arrived in the inboxes of Metro 
officials in Nashville calling for 
change and warning the city that 
these “illegal clubs already exist 
in Nashville.” The fire marshall 
responded by shutting down the 
famed all-ages DIY venue Drkmt-
tr during a show on Dec. 5th. But 
Drkmttr was far from an isolated 
event. DIY space after DIY space 
began to shut down from pressure 
by local governments looking to 
prevent another Ghost Ship inci-
dent. Since Ghost Ship, queer DIY 
spaces have slowly begun to be 
eradicated all throughout the US 
in the name of public safety. While 
many of these venues were operat-
ing illegally, these closures have 

threatened the very idea of queer 
autonomy in the public sphere. 

Queer spaces today exist in limbo. 
While social media has brought 
visibility and platform to LGTBQ+ 
voices in a way the world has nev-
er seen before, the lack of places 
to organize and meet has fractured 
the community. Even three years 
out from the Ghost Ship fire, only 
a handful of DIY spaces have had 
the opportunity to reopen due to 
the awful caricature it placed on 
DIY communities. Will queer spac-
es ever be able to exist away from 
the public scrutiny that forced 
them into enclaves in the first 
place? Will we ever be afforded a 
place to celebrate our queerness 
anywhere other than the corpo-
rate sanctioned pride events? I’m 
not sure. But one thing is for cer-
tain, if queer spaces in DIY cul-
ture are to make a comeback, we’re 
going to have to do it ourselves. 

So, you wanna be 
a   b l o g g e r?
A guide to D.I.Y. Journalism through blogging

by Kahwit Tela 
artwork by Sierra Torres

 Despite everything that’s been going on these 
past couple of months (Coronavirus, Australia lit-
erally being on fire and the never-ending looming 
fear that is WWIII), I have to say that 2020 has been 
good to me. I started a new job after working at my 
previous job since sophomore year of high school, 
finally declared a major (shout-out to journalism),  
and I've been spending more and more time with 
someone special- someone who I never thought in 
a million years I would be with, and by someone, I 
mean, not a person. I’m referring to blogging. 

What, you thought it was a girl?  I have a long way 
to go before I get a girlfriend…let alone, find a girl 
who actually likes me. However, my pitiful excuse of 
a love life or lack thereof aside, I have regained my 
love for writing again through blogging.

Around the beginning of this year (January 2020), I 

became a guest blogger on Elite Collectors Network, 
a website with pop culture related news.
If you know me or have read any of my previous ar-
ticles in the media section, you know how much I’m a 
sucker for anything nerdy.

So, it’s fair that this was a dream come true! While 
I’ve been enjoying my time with ECN so far, I’ve also 
picked up some techniques when making news stories. 
There are a lot of different forms of blogging. How-
ever, for this article, I’ll be focusing on news-cen-
tric blogging. Here are seven easy steps to be a D.I.Y. 
Journalist:

q u e e r  s p a c e s  c o n t.
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Choose your topic
Of course, you can’t start a news story without choos-
ing a topic. That’s like having a sandwich without 
the slices of bread on both sides! Find your interest 
and/or interests, narrow them down and pick what 
you wanna write about!

Recognize who your audience is
When writing your story, think about who’s going to 
read it. The style and tone of your blog post should 
be different when the topic is relating to current 
events as opposed to one for a satirical magazine 
based in Franklin, TN (Wink Wink).

State the facts
When you’re making a blog post about a current event, 
you have to state the facts to the best of your abil-
ity. There might be people relying upon you for the 
dose of news, so it’s important that they get exactly 
what they want.

Be Neutral 
It’s easy to feel certain emotions when you read or 
see something- joy, anger, sadness. This varies from 
person to person based upon how they express their 
thoughts and feelings. However, it’s important to re-
member that: unless it’s an opinion piece or a spe-
cific kind of blog (ex. conservative, liberal, etc.), 
don’t express your thoughts on the matter. If people 
wanted to hear your thoughts upon the issues, they 
would a) let you know or b) acknowledge that this is 
an opinionated blog. However, if you are just relay-
ing the news to folks, do just that. How people react 
to the way you relay the news isn’t up to you. What is 
up to you is stating the facts and being as neutral 
as you can be.

Be Timely
An essential part about news is timeliness, so make 
sure the story you write about was relatively re-

cent. People constantly want to be in the know of 
things, so a news story about something that hap-
pened months ago won’t be of any use to them. 

Don’t Plagiarize!! 
One thing I learned since starting with ECN is mak-
ing the news article you’re writing about as origi-
nal as can be while stating the facts. Of course, with 
news stories, there are some things in your article 
that will sound similar to other blogs/news outlets 
who also wrote about the story. 

Things such as statistics, location, identity (if made 
available) and so forth are just some items that will 
be found in any article about a specific event. Yet, 
they can be used to tell the story your way. 
Your voice is unique and there’ll be a lot of peo-
ple who want to hear the story through your voice 
specifically. So why waste your beautiful voice and 
take someone else’s as your own? This is essentially 
what plagiarism is. 

Have Fun!!!
As I mentioned in step 3, there might be some people 
relying upon you for their intake of news. This is 
a tremendous honor and should be celebrated! So, to 
celebrate, why not be proud of yourself for having 
the courage of reporting such stories?

I hope these steps were helpful and have fun being 
a D.I.Y. Journalist!

(To read my posts about pop culture news on ECN's 
website, go to  https://elitecollectors.net/members/
cartoonmech/

Also, if you want to check out my personal blog that 
talks about pop culture as well as the life lessons 
I've learned from it, go to https://kolspacecowboy.
wordpress.com)

s o  y o u  w a n n a  b e  a  b l o g g e r  c o n t.

Blogging not your thing? That’s okay.

Submit your shit to This Wonderful World Magazine and 
we’ll put it out in the world for you! 

Just email your work to our Literature director at 
tww.nash@gmail.com

Submission deadline for the May issue is April 21st
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D.I.Y. Education 
~ also known as ~

by Sydney Joy Willis • artwork by Claire Forehand

Syd’s
Quarantine

Book 
Suggestions

Prose

• “The Handmaid’s 
Tale” by Margaret 
Atwood

• “Stardust” by 
Neil Gaimen

• “Mama Day” by 
Gloria Naylor

• “Possessing the 
Secret of Joy” by 
Alice Walker

• “Dubliners” by 
James Joyce

• “Howl’s Moving 
Castle” by Diana 
Wynne Jones

• “The Picture of 
Dorian Gray” by 
Oscar Wilde

Poetry

• “Field Guide to 
the end of the 
world” by Jeannine 
Hall Gailey

• “Nine Horses” by 
Billy Collins

 I can remember my little eight-year-old fingers shuffling through 
the small strips of paper that we had placed into a Tupperware container. 
The word “yes” scrawled on half of them and “no” on the others. I pulled one 
out and unfolded it. It said yes. 

Just like that, the trajectory of my existence was changed forever. Looking 
back on this distant memory, I’m not sure if my mother clarified what we 
were answering yes or no to before I picked out that slip of paper – staying 
in public school or homeschooling. But I guess she knew me well enough to 
know that I would feel much better if I thought fate was choosing my path 
rather than her.

Yet perhaps it was fate after all. How can it be anything else but fate when 
it changed the very fabric of my being? You see, I became something so much 
more than just a schooler that day… I was transformed into a homeschooler. 
And I’m sorry, but I will always think I’m a little bit more special than you 
because of this.

My father and I paid a visit to the dumpsters at the local elementary school 
later that evening. The school had just bought brand new desks, leaving the 
old ones – which were just fine in my opinion – to whatever was in store for 
them. We drove home with my new desk stuffed precariously into the trunk. 
Not a single complaint about my new schooling situation crossed my lips. I 
did not mind one bit, for I was about to live the dream. . .
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D i y  e d u c a t i o n  c o n t.

It wasn’t that I didn’t like public school, I just knew 
what I wanted – more time to do whatever the hell I 
wanted. More time to read the books I enjoyed, more 
time to sit alone doing crafts in my room, and more 
time to walk through the woods, pretending I was a 
tree fairy, without anyone telling me I couldn’t be 
one.

We set up my very own classroom at the far end of 
the living room. We put a chalkboard on the wall, 
next to a bookshelf full of my favorite stories. I 
even had a fish swimming in ignorant circles with-
in his bowl. In the mornings, the sun would pour 
through the window. I would often sit at my desk 
and watch the birds flit around the feeders that sat 
perfectly in view.

But I could do school anywhere really – sitting at my 
desk, lounging on the couch, or stretched out on top 
of blanket in the backyard, basking in the warmth 
of the sun and feeling the green grass tickle my 
toes.

I spoke aloud without fear of judgement while writ-
ing or doing mathematics. I didn’t care how I looked. 
I didn’t self-compare, for there was no one to com-
pare myself to other than my baby sister. I didn’t 
care how I dreesed - didn’t care about clashing pat-
terns or colors. Usually, I would stay in my pajamas 
for the entirety of the day. My mother would grow 
frustrated by the knots that formed in my stringy 
hair every other week from lack of brushing and 
showering. 

I didn’t leave the house much other than to go to the 
grocery with my mother. And sometimes she would 
stop by the library on the way home just for me. I 
really didn’t start getting out of the house consis-
tently until I began participating in athletics.

The word “homeschooler” and “athlete” are far from 
synonymous in most people’s minds, but the truth is, 
being homeschooled gave me a huge advantage over 
my opponents. I could take breaks between subjects 
to shoot freethrows in the driveway. Or I could take 
the entire day off to play 36 holes of golf.

Really, the pros were innumerable. . . I could sleep un-
til 10am on the weekdays, take random days off, and, 
if I was expeditious, school took only 2 or 3 hours 
out of my day. I was often slow to complete my school 
though, taking hour breaks between every 30 minutes 
of work. In elementary school, my mother would read 
my lessons with me and such, but by the time I hit 
7th grade, I essentially self-taught myself to grad-
uation. By “graduation” I mean deciding that it was 
time to move on to the next thing. There was no cap 
and gown for me. No diploma – only a transcript that 
I made myself. I hadn’t received any report cards or 

final grades, so I naturally gave myself all As. What? 
Like you wouldn’t have done the same.

But just like most things in this world, homeschool-
ing has a dark side. . .

You see, my schooling consisted of only paper and 
pen assignments. I did not use a computer at all. I 
had no access to the internet and had no cable TV. I 
did not get my first phone until I was eighteen - the 
same age as when I discovered that oral sex existed 
and cried about it in my mother’s arms. Essentially, I 
lived under a rock. And I felt a thousand miles away 
from my peers even when they stood right in front 
of me. Don’t get me wrong - I love that I have lived 
in a world where there was no social heirarchy, no 
porn, no name brand clothing, no Hannah Montana or 
Justin Beiber. But it made me incapable of joining 
most conversations with other people my age. Which 
gets depressing.

Moving away and going to college was a complete 
culture shock for me. I immediately indulged in so 
many of the  sweet things that I had never been able 
to experience, and let’s just say. . . I got a little 
sick from indulging in too much too quickly. I also 
had a lot of bad habits that I needed to shake, like 
sleeping in late, taking my sweet time to complete 
my work, doing things my own way rather than fol-
lowing instructions, and thinking that the world 
revolves around my personal schedule.

The first year was hard and the second year was 
even harder. I eventually learned how to balance my 
my own desires with what was required of me, but I 
still struggle with these same things today. One good 
piece of news is that I am a lot less socially awk-
ward (though some people who work for this magazine 
may beg to differ).

All in all, I owe so much to being a homeschooler.  I 
understand the value of self-educating. It gave me 
to opportunity to excell in athletics, which got me a 
scholarship. It also taught be how to be a free-think-
er, something which  I have grown to identify myself 
with. If that small slip of paper would have read 
“no” instead of “yes”, I would have never made it to 
Nashville Tennessee. And I sure as hell wouldn’t be 
writing for this magazine.

I encourage any parents who are reading this to con-
sider homeschooling their children (though maybe 
teach them some computer skills because being tech-
nologically illiterate isn’t pleasant.

Thanks for reading!
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 Have you ever come home 
to find that your kitchen has a 
weird funky smell? Upon investi-
gation of the trash, you realize 
it’s coming from a mix of stale 
pizza, coffee grounds, and those 
brussel sprouts you bought but 
never touched. Well, if you’d pre-
fer that your dwelling does not 
smell like there’s a dead animal 
underneath it, put that shit out-
side! Composting is a great way to 
reduce the amount of organic mat-
ter you contribute to landfills 
and is something great for our 
planet and your garden too.

Now, composting might seem a bit 
intimidating with all the moving 
parts and a seemingly endless list 
of what you can and cannot com-
post, but it doesn’t have to be done 
any certain way. There’s no strict 
formula for perfection and it’s 
largely up to the individual and 
their situation. 

First we’ll start inside the home. 
Unless you want to run out into 
the yard after every meal you 
have or dish you make, you’ll need 
a receptacle that will temporari-
ly hold the organic matter until 
you are ready to take it outside. 
This container will differ in size 
and functionality depending on 
how much waste your household 
produces and how often you would 
like to trek outdoors to empty it.  
If there is a small amount of com-
postable material produced, or you 
don’t mind empting it every few 
days, you can use a big bowl, an 
old coffee tin, a plastic tub, or a 
small bucket. A cover isn’t neces-
sarily required, but you can use 
a paper towel, a plate, or a lid if 
desired. If your household produc-
es a larger amount of compostable 
material, or you’re just a tad bit 

lazy, you can acquire a five gal-
lon-or larger- bucket with a lid. 
To avoid smells that might occur 
by keeping the organic materi-
al inside longer, the lid should 
have small holes drilled through 
the top to allow oxygen to flow 
through and to avoid attracting 
bugs and fruit flies, a scrubbing 
pad can be glued to the back side 
of the lid that covers all the 
holes. This container can be kept 
almost anywhere in the house: on 
the counter top, under the sink, 
by the door, or in the pantry; it’s 
up to you.

Now that you have the means to 
transport organic material from 
inside the house to outside, it’s 
time to build the final desti-
nation for the compost. The per-
fect location for a compost pile 
would be a dry, shady spot that is 
close to a water source and can be 
placed against a wall or fenced. 
When starting the pile, a solid 
mixture of one part brown materi-
al and three parts green material 
(don’t worry, I will explain brown 
and green materials) is the per-
fect recipe for initiating the de-
composition process. There’s some 
structure to properly maintain-
ing a compost pile, however it’s 
all fairly simple. A compost pile 
needs to maintain a certain level 
of moisture that mimics that of a 
damp sponge. Too wet and the pile 
will rot instead of decomposing; 
too dry and it simply won’t do any-
thing but crumble. If the pile is 
too wet you can give it a stir to 
aerate it, or add some dry brown 
material; if the pile is too dry, a 
light spray of water or the addi-
tion of some green materials will 
fix it. 

Now, you might be wondering ex-

actly what green and brown mate-
rials are. Green materials are once 
growing materials which produce 
a lot of nitrogen. These materials 
cause the compost pile to heat up 
and help the microorganisms in 
the pile grow and multiply. Green 
Materials that are safe to compost 
are things like:
• Food scraps
• Most vegetables and fruits
• Peels (other than peach, orange, 
and banana peel)
• Coffee grounds, coffee filters,                
tea bags with the staple removed, 
and loose tea leaves
• Grass clippings, shredded green        
leaves, and crushed egg shells
• Animal manure

Brown materials help bulk up the 
pile and allow air to pass through 
which prevents rotting and stench 
and helps maintain the correct 
moisture level. These materials 
are also food for the microorgan-
isms and are just as important as 
the green materials. Brown mate-
rials that are safe to compost are: 
• All things paper (avoid gloss and 
colored inks)
• All things cardboard (egg car-
tons, drink holders, toilet paper 
rolls, paper towel rolls, and brown 
paper bags)
• Sawdust
• Straw/Hay
• Cotton fabric and Dryer lint
• Non oily bread, pasta, and grain.
• Dry leaves

Keep in mind that everything you 
add to the compost will need to 
be fairly small or shredded as 
smaller pieces to decompose fast-
er. Shredded cardboard, paper, and 
leaves, along with sawdust, straw, 
egg shells, and grass clippings 
need to be added in layers to pre-
vent the matting of materials. 

t h i s  w o n d e r f u l  w o r l d  
r e s t o r a t i o n    s o c i e t y
Composting 101

by Isabel Brickner
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While most things from the kitch-
en and yard can be composted, here 
are some things that you should 
not try to compost:
• Meat, bones, and fish scraps
• Diseased plants and weeds
• Cat and dog manure
• Oil, fat, and grease
• Dairy Products
• Onion, Garlic, and Cabbage (tech-
nically, you can compost these, 
they just produce a strong odor 
and repel earthworms)

Once your compost is started, it 
can take eight-to-twelve months 
to decompose into a rich, black 
dirt. This dirt is a perfect con-
ditioner for soil that might lat-
er become a garden. It will help 
prevent plants from catching dis-
eases, aerate the soil, and pack it 
full of nutrients so your garden 
can produce the best fruits, veg-
etables, and flowers. Even if you 
don’t have a garden and don’t plan 
to have one anytime soon, compost-

ing is a much better alternative 
than contributing to the world’s 
already massive landfills. Organic 
matter that would otherwise com-
post, when dumped in a landfill, 
does not receive the oxygen it 
needs and instead of decomposing, 
it just emits harmful gases. So, 
do something good for our planet 
and start a compost, clean up some 
trash, and live sustainably.

C O M P O S T I G  1 0 1  c o n t.
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“Heads Up”
charcoal

“Wonder Who I Am” 
monotype

“Like Trying to Remember a Dream”
                       screenprint

N i c k o l a s
b a l t z
Meet the artist: IG- @nickolasjbaltz
I am predominantly a traditional 
black and white artist who uses a 
range of printmaking processes and 
charcoal medium to create my work. 
If my hands aren't absolutely covered 
by the time I've left the studio, I 
haven't been in there long enough. 
Please send dead moth carcasses, more 
bonfire wood, a gentle kiss on the 
wind, and the bones of your enemies. 
I'm starting up a prototype online 
shop with a few fellow art friends in 
the coming months if you like what 
you see. Posters! T-shirts! Cursed 
handshakes! Stickers!
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“isolation”
multimedia

“jester”
multimedia

A r t  g a l l e r y  C o n t.

m a t t h e w  c a m p b e l l
Meet the artist: Hi my name is Matthew Camp-
bell! I’m an artist from Nashville TN. I’m 
trained in photo realism, but I have recently 
been branching out and trying my hands at pop 
art. Most of my art nowadays is done on pieces 
of cardboard or materials I find lying around. 
I really like the idea of repurposing mate-
rials to use for my art. My favorite artists 
right now are Ben Cabral and Brian Blomerth. 
Also shout out to the homies Riley Oakes, Mazzy 
Baldwin, Isabela Horner, and Blair Tramel. Su-
per sick local artists and u should check their 
shit out. You can follow me @that.70s.boy on IG. 
And follow my band account @courtyard.tn to 
stay posted on any music I release :)

“untitled”
multimedia
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“The First Sleepover”

A r t  g a l l e r y  C o n t.

J o h n 
Welch

“pudding brain”
acrylic on wood

Meet the artist: 
My brain is actually made 
of pudding. Keep reading 
the TWW Magazine. Or 
else. I will find you. You 
can also find me as well 
@igotpuddingbrain

“my mind is rambling”
ink on paper

“fire dance”
sharpie on paper
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l i t e r a t u r e

I had wanted to be a Thompson. 

Or a Coleridge. Blake. Cohen. 

Frantically scrawling over a notebook filled with 
universal truths conceived from the furthest trips 
to hell someone can make and still come back in one 
piece. It seemed, the trick to mastering the art of 
communication was in becoming a master escape art-
ist, but the problem was everyone is doing it. It’s the 
soma of our depraved new world, and for a while one 
can live in the nihilism that comes with watching 
all your heroes die from the same shit you hope you 
can sneak back into your parents place when you 
stay for a few weeks. 

I had wanted to be a Cobain. 

Or a Miller. Barrett. Thomas. 

But we never got to see how they turned out. And we 
joke and we cry, but we’ll never know. The only thing 
we know is that it’ll never be us, so we keep moving 
forward. Sometimes someone hops off the track and 
really thinks about it all, but they either conclude 
it’s an all- encompassing conspiracy or that America 
has some serious issues to deal with, and regardless 
of which they pick we’ll call them a paranoid fuck 
and kick them to the curb. The scariest part is they 

could both be right. Or neither. And it’s easy to slip 
into the nihilism there as well, that whether you’re 
on or off the track, something ugly is barreling 
down on all of us and the American Dream is tied 
firmly to the rails. To relish in the self-fulfilling 
prophecy that everything is doomed, and that we’re 
about to witness a cow catcher plow through a rot-
ting corpse just because we can. How could anything 
matter when this is the carnage that is our survival 
trip? 

I had wanted to be an Eliot. 

Or a Guthrie. Ginsberg. Rushdie. 

I had wanted to be a part of the discussion, but the 
closer I got to the table the more I realized I had 
nothing to say. Every point had been covered, every 
issue analyzed, every thought expressed and then 
made into a major motion picture, essay or poem that 
can be found in the encyclopedia’s we keep in our 
pockets but use for instant porn and package deliv-
ery. I lived in this nihilism the longest, hopelessly 
sauntering through life by the seat of my pants 
because it was so goddamn obvious that nothing mat-
tered. 

Until it did. 

I had wanted to be an Astronaut. 

Or a President. Fireman. Lawyer. 

I might call it ignorance now, but it felt like bliss. 
Before daydreaming was a symptom. Before the world 
was fucked, or at least before I knew the world was 
fucked. But now that I know, I can figure out what I 
want to do about it. 

I Had Wanted to be 
a Thompson 
 by Cannon Rogers

TWW is looking to publish more poets 
and authors. Send your creative pieces 

to tww.sydjoy@gmail.com
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p o e t r y
POETS IN REVIEW
RHETT NOLAND
“FEW AND FAR BETWEEN”

by Isaac Eustice 
Nashville’s native son, Rhett Noland, a self-described 
“musician by day” and “writer by night”, proves with 
his 2019 debut poetry collection that Nashville’s cre-
ative melting pot brews not only memorable music, 
but also violently eloquent writing. 

The muted, understated cover art: a black and white 
photograph of smoke clouds hovering around a wom-
an and her child crossing a frantic street, evokes 
a melancholic, introspective, nearly dystopian mood 
shared by the text within. The collection is a jour-
nal-like series of short, snap-shot verses aimed at 
(in the author’s words): “attempting to say more with 
less parts...the mark landed is but a rendering of the 
aim, each pen-stroke is set up to a punchline and 
release. A new angle on the things we see fit.” 

Rhett’s technique combines a highly compressed style 
and broad vocabulary which draws to mind heavy-
weights like Hemingway and Faulkner (referenced 
in “Unravel”). While drawing on the chops of these 
heroes, what Noland does pioneers an entirely new 
method of writing, condensing the scope, depth, and 
humanity of the novel into a few lines, with sur-
prising results. I found myself re-reading over and 
over lines such as these (“Thebe”, page 15) 

Quarks contort 
Thebe hallucinates her 
Radial specter 
I swim said moon 
Glance back, adrift 
Upon self

While deeply personal, and often told from a 
first-person perspective, these vignettes are the 
most refreshing works of poetry I’ve read that have 
been produced in our time. Here you will find no gim-
mickry, no moral posturing, no words arranged into 
shapes, no break-up songs, no tired, instagram cliches. 
Here there is only words: violent, illustrative, care-
fully chosen words to conjure bleak, frightening, 
earnest imagery which pierces to the claustrophobic 
core of the often horrific postmodern experience, 
an assault with surprisingly therapeutic results as 

it cathartically airs out the coffin.
 Squint upon the field 
 What it takes to be human 
 Blow your nose
 Take a piss
 Stitch fabric about carcass 

 ~ “Human” page 47

Rhett writes as an outsider and a social critic, sat-
irizing with the bitter humor of a jaded, insomniac 
biblical prophet coming off a whiskey-bend. 
God! Spare us
Progress, gravity’s guillotine
Severing necessity's spinal cord 
But we’ll sure as hell be on time
~ “Plane” page 87 

Leaving nothing sacred, least of all himself, he de-
nounces civilization, technology, progress, institu-
tional religion, but this surface angst is only the 
outer layer of Rhett’s violent authenticity. At the 
core of these works is a man exposing the bare con-
tours of his mind to the reader, not so much claim-
ing answers as he frames the questions. Consistent 
themes are his struggles with alcoholism, loneli-
ness,  the complexities of human relationships, and 
the essential transience of the mortal experience. 

 People don’t want you 
 To fall in love
 They want to watch you
 Take up a spade 
 And sever your aorta 

 ~ “Love” page 85 

He speaks of God without preaching, he denounces 
without pretense, he strips naked without exhibi-
tionism, all of it spiked with a shot of laconic hu-
mor to ease the transition to a realm of pure, unset-
tling inner vision. 

 Two buzzards
 Tracking me 
 Sense I’ll keel soon 
 My docility 
 Made ripe by
 Steady pay 
 Pardon me, YHWH 
 For I have suckled 
 The sweet abyss 

 ~ “Steady Pay” page 55

For all his linguistic precision, his southern roots 
are not lost, coming through in snippets of comedic, 
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f e w  a n d  f a r  b e t w e e n  c o n t.
drawled dialogue, as in “Trust” on page 82, 
 You ain’t bout to let that copper fly
 He says he was gonna do just that
 I said how can you lose even the smallest
 Particle to the unknown
 He says boy you ain’t never trusted 

Combining the chops of a practiced reader and writ-
er with a musician’s timing, Rhett embodies the per-
cussive cadences of contemporary speech patterns, 

rendering an elegant, gritty approximation of the 
21’st century’s personal monologue. Books like this 
give me hope for Nashville’s small, scattered literary 
community, proving that the city can transcend its 
own stereotypes, retaining something of its poetic 
soul, if only in its dissidents.  Painstakingly inten-
tional, unapologetically honest writers like Rhett 
Noland, in the age of Instapoets, are truly Few and 
Far Between.

poems by Isaac Eustice
TRYST
Darling day
You come to me like a bride 
Your music all my night I passed sleepless
Your horses each dawn trampled my dreams
Your letters on the wall of my soul in blood
Your dreamcatcher, my guillotine 
Dress me in black 
And rope off my corner
Give me a looking glass
And a pen
There, there, what is the past to us?
You who ride the future? 
Come in and pour some wormwood
I’ll show your initials hidden in every book
Trace your cold fingers along the scars of my heart
Where you cut me away from her
But sooner or later do what you came here for 
All day I’ve longed to greet you
Look you in the eye and kiss you 
Like Judas, saying: 
“Oh death, where is thy sting? 
Why have ye kept me waiting?
Be swift or else be gentle, just take me 
To my Maker.” 

APOCRYLYPSE 
A dog barks like it’s beaten
Through the vine-shrouded chain-link 
The white brick-house crumbling
Beneath the spit-shine 
Of three outlaws painting 
Cat’s blood above the doorposts 
(In those days lamb is expensive). 
If the door were not perpetually open 
Smoke mingled with rockabilly 
Would pour out the broken windows
And nevertheless: the sky weeps dogwoods. 
The neighbor’s children 
Gone in plastic, battery-powered tractors 
To gather dandelions and onion grass
For the famine. 
The dog beaten, the house ruins, the kids laughing
And them drinking their rationed tears
With a gallows smile; a long blue chord struck. 
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poems by Sydney Joy
The Lake
 
urges me
get into the kayak – push it from shore
I glide through the dark water
right side left side right side left side right side left side
the campfire on the island becomes a distant, twinkling light
a low-hanging star
I stop
 
the water settles into an expanse of black glass
 
all is quiet
 
even the wind fails to whisper
 
the tips of my fingers break the still surface
its touch is cold but gentle
almost soft
droplets cling to my skin catching the light of the moon
no longer part of the lake but diamonds
falling from my fingers
back to their mother
I lean back to gaze at the night sky
the kayak gently sways
I have not seen this many stars since I left home
I had almost forgotten them in their absence

Margaret
this mourning 
did not choose me as her host
yet my cheeks are dampened
and my hands tremble
for love of those 
who will miss you most

you have traveled to the only place
that permits significance to life

allowing a final tear to escape
refusing to wash it from my face

I think of you dancing there
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About the poet:
I am a native of Nashville, TN. One of my 
favorite pastimes is reading and some of 
my favorite authors are Lewis Carroll, 
Jonathan Carroll, J.K. Rowling, and Ray 
Bradbury. I have two books published fea-
turing short stories and working on a 
full-length novel. I also have a passion 
for animation, especially stop-motion.

poems by Kim Klein

Girls That Are 
Hard to Love
She has walls up around
as long and as tall as 
that Great Wall in China
good luck getting across

  She has a biting humor
  that will cut you a new
  one and then force feed
  you some sarcasm pie

She’s drop dead gorgeous
but no way in hell is 
some loser plowing her
virgin soil without a fight

  She has anxiety and a
  buttload of depression
  but damn if she isn’t
  a bear-trap feminist

She’s a piece of work
there is no doubt about
it but once you peel
those yards of layers…

You’ll have something beautiful on 
your hands

The Bones in My Hands 
are Like Spiders
The bones in my hands are like spiders 
spinning their webs underneath my skin 
every time I bend the fingers to pick up 
my phone to scroll through pictures of 
real spiders and imagining them as di-
mension jumpers because the little jerks 
disappear whenever I leave them alone to 
retrieve a rolled-up magazine to smack 
the crap out of them and after I am left 
there wringing my spider-hands togeth-
er together together because I am afraid 
I will step on the actual spider in the 
middle of the night and dear God the 
thought of the sticky broken legs poking 
up in between my toes and stroking the 
sole of my numb-ass foot no no no no no 
I think it is high time I buy a flame-
thrower from Amazon.com and torch the 
shit outta my house with my web-fingers 
clutching tightly on to the lever that 
makes the flames shoot out the nozzle and 
then laugh maniacally as the building 
goes up in licks of oranges and yellows 
and then my family comes home and the 
spider has laid eggs full of fear in my 
stomach as my mother hops around like 
a headless chicken because her reading 
glasses were inside and she accuses me 
of being an idiot for what I just did but 
what is this I am waking up safe in bed 
whew! It was all just a nightmare and now 
I can just leisurely ball up my hands 
into fists to watch the spiders spinning 
their webs underneath my skin.

Little Faith
Pouring water on her
mango seed stuffed into

the dirt, hoping to grow
a mango tree
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m e d i a
Best D.I.Y. Venues in Nashville 

by Addison Pozzi
artwork by John Welch

 In light of the tornado bringing some of the more established venues to a halt, and the coronavirus 
shutting down even more, it’s important to look at some of the smaller DIY spaces still struggling to keep 
the lights on. In the face of all this turmoil, music is as important as ever. These communities are still 
thriving and able to provide for our insatiable fix for live music when the world opens up again. Here are 
the top 5 DIY venues to visit after our culture of quarantine and social distancing: 

5) Betty’s Grill (21+): 
Betty’s is the furthest from a DIY space on this 
list, but a staple of the Nashville DIY scene 
nonetheless. A dive bar on the west side of Nash-
ville, Betty’s has become something of a rite of 
passage for any band performing live. Operat-
ing under an “anyone can play” atmosphere, Bet-
ty’s holds shows most days of the week and will 
continue to pack out its low capacity. 

4) Creepy Basement (All ages): 
Creepy Basement is the newest venue here, but 
a strong newcomer. Holding house shows that 
mostly consist of experimental genres like 
noise, ambient, and electronica, it’s an inclu-
sive environment for anyone and everyone. 
Creepy Basement is a budding enclave for those 
musicians that exist on the fringes. 

3) Springwater (21+): 
Springwater is another dive 
bar located by Vanderbilt 
University. It holds shows 
regularly and has a classic 
charm that screams old Nash-
ville. The music played there 
is never overly nostalgic, 
however, ranging across all 
genres and hybrids alike. 

2) Mouthhole (18+):
Mouthhole is a calling card 
of the Nashville DIY scene. A 
large basement packed with 
tacky yet sincere artwork, 
Mouthhole has become some-
thing of a haven for musi-
cians struggling to find a 
welcoming audience. 

1) Soft Junk (Varies): 
Soft Junk is the pinnacle of 
what a DIY space can be. Part 
venue, part art space, Soft 
Junk holds shows that can ei-
ther bear themes like reptile, 
or host whole live album re-
cordings. The art that adorns 
its walls is nothing short of 
spectacular and very well cu-
rated. The shows that pop up 
here are held once in a blue 
moon, so make a point to see 
one if you ever get the chance.
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 After waiting around at my col-
league John’s apartment and properly 
subjecting our brains to the preferred 
chemical compounds, he and I ventured 
out to the destination I had saved on my 
phone from the page's promotional poster 
on Instagram. We pulled up to the address 
to find an industrial parking lot that, 
from the gate, seemed ever-growing as 
our car crept through the parking lot. 
As I peered through the dark, I could 
tell that this was clearly a place where 
average Americans came to earn their 
paychecks five days a week. We turned 
a corner and saw a silhouette of a hu-
man climb out of an uber and make their 
way down an opening between two of the 
shadowy warehouses. As I watched, John 
said, 

“Where the hell am I going to park?” I 
responded, “I don’t know but I'm guessing 
that’s where we go,” as I pointed down 
the dark alleyway.  We began to make our 
way down the dark alleyway as I began 
to hear the thump and reverb of the DJs 
on the other side of the wall beside 
me. We turned the corner to find a tent 
complete with security and someone to 
check or sell tickets. 

I groaned, “I’m freezing,” as John's ID was 
being checked, my legs shivering. We then 
stepped to the ticket salesman and I saw 
people emerge from the thick curtain 
covering the opening on the backside of 
the warehouse. I began to feel a rath-
er strange sensation as an overwhelm-
ing excitement filled my body from just 
catching a small glimpse into the in-
side of what I had hoped to be my first 
“Trainspotting” style rave. I looked down 
to discover my legs violently shaking, 
almost buckling at the weight of my up-
per body. Suddenly my train of thought 
was broken. 

“I like your chains man!” The tick-
et salesman had paid me a compliment 
while checking out John, to which I mut-
tered an, “Oh thanks dude,” as a crappy 
response. I looked back down as I groped 
my thigh and thought to myself fran-
tically, “What on earth is this- is this 
my oxygen-deficient mind taking con-
trol of my body, or am I actually this 
cold?” Nonetheless, John bumped me as 
he had finished paying and gave me a 
look of confusion as we were both ready 
to go inside. We lifted the curtain and 
crept into a tall, yet small room sparse-

A  Narrative Experience on 

Terminal 8's 
March Rave

by Jon Byron Kirkham

As a precursor to the following article, I would like to 
note that all interviews on the current topic were can-
celled due to the rapid coronavirus outbreak across Ten-
nessee. With that being said, this article will be more on 
the experience had at said venue and its comparison to 
others of the DIY nature. Hopefully we can get a few in-
terviews in after the mass hysteria dies down and people 
stop fighting over the comfort of their buttcheeks. 
                                                                                          
Sincerely- The Writer
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ly sprinkled with fellow Nashvillians. The hue 
of the blue and purple lights led my eyes onto 
the tower most everyone was facing, where the DJs 
resided. Elevated on a pedestal high above our 
heads, you almost had to crane your neck to catch 
a glimpse of the people delivering the infectious 
sounds to the rest of the room. Below their table 
sat three CRT televisions displaying a live stream 
of a black and white tabletop view of the DJ with 
Terminal 8’s branding and the DJ's name flashing 
across the screen every so often. I looked over at 
the wall next to the DJ and gazed at the massive 
mural of what I could only make out to be Hunter 
S. Thompson through the smoke and ever-changing 
lights. My legs began to shake again. 

“Be still you fool!” I told myself, as my paranoid 
mind caused a string of socially anxious thoughts 
to course through my head. It took everything in 
my power to get control of myself and not let my 
mind run amuck and send my body into a flailing 
storm of unintelligible dance moves constantly 
being egged on by the never ending pulse of the 
beloved house music. 

As I regained control over my legs, we watched 
as more and more people sifted into the room. A 
particular group of people, who had to be still in 
college or at least that age, entered the room, and 
my squinty eyes became glued to them after John 
leaned over and said, “Are those people from the 
future or something?” 

I literally couldn’t respond to him. I was sitting 
in a cultural epicenter for the odd and outcast- 
those that are looked down upon and told that 
the only reason they go against the grain is for 
the attention of it all. A couple emerged first, 
the girl with strikingly fluorescent orange hair 
slicked back, wearing a suit-coat with a crop top 
and dress slacks. She lit a blunt and I watched the 
cherry float to the next person, the man she came 
in with, that man being her boyfriend who sported 
a platinum, blond mullet and wore similar clothes 
but on the other end of the color spectrum. He 
swung his head around in a circle, almost making 
contact with my own face. I watched as they peered 
around the room. After a few awkward eye contacts 

from both of them, I was able to break my gaze 
to find that the room had suddenly filled with 
people and smoke. The DJ @edderrrsss was onstage 
delivering a constant pulse of basslines and mel-
odies that had a drug-like effect on the body. 

I looked around me to see that I was no longer 
where I was when I first entered the room and 
found myself peering into the layers of smoke 
and lights. With each time a light would change, 
new silhouettes would appear like ethereal beings 
of another realm. The room was elongated as each 
change displayed people at different distances 
dancing all over each other. It was as if  they were 
separated within different layers of the room, 
as I noticed two shadows that were consistently 
growing in size, dancing through the crowd. They 
stopped right next to me and I discovered that it 
was two girls that further boggled my mind. 

The cast of characters in this room never ceased 
to amaze me as I saw these two dressed almost iden-
tically, both with small lollipops that they were 
eating in synchronization. They were completely 
in sync. They weren't looking at each other yet 
their movement was completely the same. It was 
like watching a music video with choreographed 
dancers. They squeezed past me as I bumped into 
the person behind me and I realized I hadn't seen 
John in a minute, but to my surprise he was just 
to my left viewing all of the same things. We were 
locked in place as if we were red blood cells in 
a pulsing vein or vibrations or electricity. The 
lustful static filled the room as we moved our 
bodies with the music. At the end of the night, we 
slipped through the crowd and out the doors and 
I was suddenly hit with an extreme craving for 
more. 

I was euphoric at the memory of what I had just 
experienced, but also depressed at how quickly it 
had ended. I felt as if I could have stayed for at 
least another 48 hours as those in Berlin do at 
such legendary venues like The Berghain Panorama 
Bar. My heart ached for more as we sped away that 
morning, as this was not like any other venue I 
had ever experienced in Tennessee- no matter how 
underground or commercial. 

t e r m i n a l  8 ‘ s  m a r c h  r a v e  c o n t.

Interested in writing about music, movies, and media?

We’re interested in publishing you.

Email: info@thiswonderfulworld.org for details.
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Soy Milk Boy is made up of Caro-
line Williams (Vocals), Kaley Ross 
(Bass), Mike Wee (Drums), and Drew 
Hensley (Guitar) 

Q: How long has the band been 
playing music together.. What is 
the band’s story of how you got 
started? 

Caroline: We’ve been playing mu-
sic together for a little over two 
years now. The band sort of came 
to be because of a class page on 
Facebook. Drew was a couple years 
ahead of me but he put out a post 
on my class page looking for fe-
male vocalists who liked Joanna 
Gruesome, the Pixies, Sonic Youth, 
Daddy Issues, Bully and some other 
bands that aren’t coming to mind. 
At the time I hadn’t really met 
anyone at school who liked the 
same things I did so I went out on 
a limb and responded. I remember 
pulling up to his house at sun-
set and he texted me and was like 
“Come around to the back! I live 
in the basement.” and I was like 
“Well, he could murder me but eh 
what else do I have to really lose” 
and we clicked and eventually 
Mike and Kaley joined on and the 
rest is history.

Q: What has your experience been 
like performing in Nashville’s DIY 
music scene? 

Caroline: It’s been weird in the 
best possible way. Every show we 
play we have pretty much no idea 
what to expect both from the bands 
and the crowd. No show is alike and 
that’s part of the fun of it. It’s 
also cool because I grew up here. 
I was relatively removed from the 

music scene as a kid, so it’s real-
ly cool getting to play alongside 
some acts I really looked up to.

Drew: For me the part of the scene 
we operate in has been really up-
lifting. I had played in a couple 
other bands before and the scene’s 
there weren’t as friendly. A lot of 
one-upmanship and pettiness over 
jealousy. But here, I feel like for 
the most part that everyone wants 
to see each others’ bands succeed 
and genuinely get excited about 
seeing each others’ music.

Kaley: I love Nashville DIY! When I 
first moved down here I wasn’t su-
per involved because I didn’t know 
anybody, so that was a big shift 
from being involved in my home-
town DIY. Most of my experienc-
es here have been friendly ones 
and it seems like everyone truly 
wants to support each other.

Mike: The DIY music scene has re-
ally been good to us. For a while, 
we played more DIY shows than 
shows at traditional venues. House 
shows are fun, and they’re a more 
relaxed environment where you 
really get to make friends with 
the people in the local bands.

Q: How do bands work together 
within this city to create shows 
and get word out about new music? 

Caroline: It's really interesting 
watching bands work together to 
create a really beautiful and rich 
artistic community. We all went to 
Belmont, and within the actual 
music and music business depart-
ments there seems to be a very big 
competitive spirit that, in some 

ways, really hinders some of the 
art that comes out of that school. 
But what I have to remind myself 
about music schools, and Belmont 
in particular, is that the majori-
ty of the kids you're sitting next 
to are looking to either be Taylor 
Swift or work for her, which, don't 
get me wrong, is very admirable 
and competition is definitely nec-
essary in those cases, but none of 
us really fit into that box. We got 
lucky enough to get plugged into 
a community of people at Belmont 
who didn't' fit into that box ei-
ther, which ultimately helped us 
connect to the Nashville scene as 
a whole. I think at the heart of it 
all, the community we're a part of, 
above all else, just wants to create 
a safe space in which we can all 
consume good art. I think for the 
most part we've seen older bands 
and promoters really looking out 
intentionally for younger bands 
to bring under their wing. It's 
very humbling to be a part of a 
scene that is so rich with talent, 
and yet still so intentional about 
bringing each other up, rather 
than pushing each other down.

Drew: We all hit each other up on 
Facebook or instagram setting up 
shows. Usually it’s been one band 
has a date they wanna set up a 
show whether it’s a release, for 
some touring friends from out of 
town, or just felt like it’s a good 
time to have a show, and then they 
hit up bands they want on the 
bill. As for getting the word out 
about new releases, it's a little 
spontaneous. I don’t find the bands 
here coordinate or ask each oth-
er to share when one of them has 
a new release. But since everyone 
really wants to help each other, 
we all share each other’s music on 
social media or whatever platform 
we have just cause we’re psyched 
on it.

Kaley: One of the main ways I’ve 
noticed bands working together is 
booking shows with their friends 
and bands that they want to be 
friends with. I see shows mostly 
through word of mouth or on in-
stagram through other musicians 
that we’ve made friends with. I 
think that’s the best way our com-
munity shares new music with 

Soy Milk Boy:
what it’s like being 

a D.I.Y. band
by Raeleigh Tochtenhagen 
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s o y  m i l k  b o y c o n t.
each other.
 
Mike: They promote each other on 
social media and through word of 
mouth. A lot of local bands go to 
each others’ shows. The music in 
the DIY scene is pretty interest-
ing and diverse, and bands are gen-
uinely fans of their peers’ music.

Q: Describe the essence of Nash-
ville’s DIY music scene in three 
words…

Caroline: Weird, constant, inspir-
ing.

Drew: Communal, pioneering, weird.

Kaley: Super fucking cool.

Mike: Dynamic, diverse, unconven-
tional.

Q: What kind of role does each 
band member play in booking and 
marketing?

Caroline: I think we're still try-
ing to figure this out. We all do 
what we can. I handle a lot of the 
visuals and the insta to a degree, 
but everyone kinda just does what-
ever to pick up the slack. When 
it comes to booking I honestly 
can't remember the last show we 
booked ourselves. We've been su-
per lucky that people just seem to 
like playing with us, but I think 
this also comes as a direct result 
of hauling ass our first year of 
playing. I think we've established 
a pretty good reputation, in that 
when we commit to something, we 
show up. We've never cancelled a 
single show (except for COVID-19 
ones), which is pretty nuts consid-
ering some of the shit we've been 
through. We've played with UTIs, 
lost voices, potential food poison-
ing, and with various colds. Sure, 
some shows have been rougher- 
but we've always sucked it up and 
pulled through. Drew, Mike and Ka-
ley are all tough as nails.  

Q: What is your favorite show 
you’ve ever played and what made 
it your favorite? 

Caroline: Spewfest was certainly 

a highlight, simply because we've 
never played for that many people 
before, but I would have to say my 
personal favorite was one of our 
first house shows at an old house 
called dust manor. I think it was 
like two months into us playing 
and I was fairly nervous and at 
one point mid-set, I looked up and 
people were moshing, which blew 
my little mind. Nashville crowds 
are kind of weird in that it takes 
a whole lot to actually get people 
up, moving, and engaged, so I think 
that night was especially special 
to me. Also any show we ever play 
at Mouthhole is a trip. We all love 
that house so much. 

Drew: Hard to narrow it down, but 
probably Spewfest V or Mouthhole 
Fester 2019. Spewfest, in addition 
to just being a blast, felt like 
an achievement. We were playing 
a great time slot at a great lo-
cal festival that a lot of people I 
look up to have played, so it was 
really rewarding in that way. Fes-
ter was big in just how much of a 
blast it was. All of the bands at 
the Mouthhole are really unique 
and most tend to have a chaotic 
energy to them that I just abso-
lutely love.  

Kaley: Mouthhole Fester 2019. There 
was so much music. Everyone was 
dancing and having a good time! 
The Mouthhole is truly a treasure 
of Nashville and I always have an 
exceptional time when I’m there.

Mike: That’s a tough one. I real-
ly enjoyed Spewfest. The crowd was 
great and the lineup was incred-
ible. I loved Mouthhole Fester. It 
was a big 2 day festival with a lot 
of interesting bands. I also had 
fun at the Mouthhole Halloween 
show when we played as Nirvana. 

Q: What inspired your most recent 
single “Puke”? 

Caroline: Puke was written at an 
especially weird time in my life, 
before I had even met the band. I 
deal with a lot of varying mental 
health issues, and at the time a 
lot of those were manifesting in 
my apathy and detachment to my 

surroundings and my situation. 
Writing Puke was a way for me to 
weaponize my apathy and use it to 
propel me forward instead of re-
maining stagnant. Sometimes the 
absolute worst thing I can do for 
my mental health is to take ev-
erything around me way too seri-
ously, so Puke is a reminder to me 
to pull my head out of my ass and 
just keep moving forward. 

Kaley: This is probably more of 
a Carol question, as she wrote 
the lyrics, but I recently found 
a vine of me throwing up after 
taking a raw juice shot that I’ve 
been looking for for four years. 
If anyone wants to see it hmu it’s 
really dumb.

Q: What is your recording process 
like.. Where do you record your 
music and do you have people out-
side the band helping out? 

Drew: So the first two songs we 
put up were recorded and mixed 
at home. Puke and everything 
we’ve recorded following that has 
been helped by a lot of people. 
We tracked the base of the tracks 
with Daniel Dollive at his studio, 
which was a great environment to 
be working with him. Then we did 
overdubbed vocals with our friend 
Grant Wilson. It was great having 
him because he really helped not 
just with audio, but driving Car-
oline to get her best takes. Gui-
tar overdubs have been a mix of 
recording at home or at Michael 
Deano’s place. He’s also mixing the 
album we’re working on. Has such 
a great ear. The vocal processing 
he does, especially, is just phenom-
enal.

Caroline: Oh man. our recording 
process is all over. We kind of just 
record wherever we can with who-
ever we can for as cheap as possi-
ble, while obviously still trying 
to produce a quality product. For 
puke, and the rest of the album 
that's coming, we had to get fair-
ly creative with recording vocals. 
One of my best friends in the whole 
world, Grant Wilson, did us like a 
million favors sneaking us into 
whatever studios he could. Grant's 
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a phenomenal producer and was a 
perfect fit to record me because 
he knew when to tell me to stop 
obsessing over a take and when I 
could give more. Fun Fact: the burp 
you hear in Puke is Grant. 

Q: What is some music the band is 
inspired by? 

Caroline: Our inspiration is sort 
of all over because we're all lis-
tening to different things every 
day. I mean like easy references 
are Hop Along, Charly Bliss, Land 
of Talk, Sonic Youth, and Nirvana. 
Personally I've been listening to 
a whole lot of PC music lately, but 
realistically I just want to make 
shit you'd hear on Tony Hawk's Pro 
Skater soundtrack or maybe Gui-
tar Hero.

Drew: I’m inspired by a lot of dif-
ferent acts. The ones that are 
most obvious I think by our sound 
would be Bully, Speedy Ortiz, Nirva-
na, and JEFF the Brotherhood. Some 

less obvious ones for me might be 
Covet, Metz, Death Grips, My Bloody 
Valentine, and Sonic Youth.

Kaley: So funny story, I listen 
to almost exclusively KPOP these 
days...BUT I think it’s helped in the 
fact that it’s very very positive 
music so it makes me want to write 
and perform fun songs. As far as 
music in English goes, my “favor-
ite bands forever” in chronologi-
cal order are The White Stripes, 
Paramore, Black Veil Brides, All 
Time Low, Twin Peaks, Daddy and 
the Long Legs, and a few others 
that have been kicked out due to 
them being assholes.

Q: If you could open for any band 
in the world who would it be? 

Caroline: IDLES or honestly may-
be Insane Clown Posse just because 
no one in that circumstance would 
know what to do with us.

Drew: Death Grips. Though it might 

be a stylistic jump, the energy 
that’d be present in that room 
would get me so psyched. If I were 
choosing something a little more 
sonically similar then probably 
Bully or JEFF the Brotherhood.

Kaley: It wouldn’t make ANY sense 
for us to open for them, but I’d love 
to open for NCT 127 in Korea so I 
could see how KPOP concerts with 
different stages and outfit chang-
es function behind the scenes!

Q: Is the band in the process of 
working on an album or any new 
singles? 

Kaley: Oh boy are we trying.

Caroline: Hopefully we'll release 
a single in the near future. We've 
got a record that's in the process 
of being mixed and mastered, but 
I mean everything is kind of up 
in the air, what with the world 
maybe ending and all.

Nashville Hardcore 
by Ethan Hutchison

 The Nashville Hardcore scene is one of the 
undiscovered triumphs of the state. On many nights 
year-round, you can find yourself in one of the most 
electric atmospheres imaginable- moshing, stage 
dives, and bruises included. It is a scene that sup-
ports individuality, creativity, and rowdiness. Quite 
astounding is that, amongst the most angry and emo-
tional music, the hardcore scene around town is one 
of the most uplifting and energetic atmospheres 
available. While you may get a bruise the size of 
golf-ball, knowing you did it in the company of 
friends softens the blow. To think that none of this 
scene would exist without the bands, the bookers, 
the venues, and the scene is almost impossible to 
imagine. In fact, without such a motivated do-it-
yourself attitude, Nashville wouldn’t have such a 
scene at all. 

All of the influences behind the city’s hardcore 
scene are innovative in nature, but one of the most 
interesting parts of Nashville’s well-oiled music 
machine is the booking and, for Nashville, that’s AM/
PM Booking. 

Formed just a year ago, AM/PM came into play in a 
time where Nashville needed it most- when Grant 
Evans, the man who ran all the bookings, moved out 
of state. At the time, various members of some of 
Nashville’s most prolific touring bands decided to 
form their own booking agency, the main founders 
being Adam Easterling (Vocalist for Orthodox) and 
Mitchel Lyons (well-known drummer for Nashville 
upstarts Blackened). When AM/PM started, the two 
were recognized faces in hardcore scenes all across 
America due to their extensive touring in the re-
spective projects. Since shows and tours are booked 
on a very casual word-of-mouth basis, this allowed 
them to start booking highly sought after bands 
very quickly. Household names such as Knocked Loose, 
I Am, and Varials were all playing within the first 
six months. 

One of the most interesting parts about AM/PM is the 
fact that everyone was on their side from the very 
beginning. If a band was trying to get to Nashville 
on a tour, all they had to do was text someone they 
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knew from Nashville and they would be referred to 
either Adam or Mitchel. The desire to frequent shows 
is shared by everyone in the scene, so when AM/PM 
came in to make more shows happen, everyone was 
rooting for them. 

Hardcore has always been an innovative, down to 

earth, and bare bones operation; it’s what makes it 
so fascinating. AM/PM is a true picture of what the 
hardcore scene is- friends helping friends, bands be-
ing resourceful, and show attendees getting a chance 
to be a part of the process. It helps get like-minded 
teenagers and young adults out of the house and 
that’s an impressive feat in and of itself. 

 Singer/Songwriter Bedon’s 
debut album features a dynam-
ic compilation of songs pivot-
ing from full band to acoustic 
arrangements as they merge the 
realms of rock and jazz. The al-
bum is reminiscent of the warm 
resonance heard from music by 
Derik and The Dominos and Tedes-
chi Trucks Band. The album inter-
twines themes of nature with the 
wide spectrum of feelings that 
ride in the sidecar of a relation-
ship.  

The album’s opener, “Birds,” sings 
about the ending of summer and 
the beginning links of a chain of 
emotional realizations. The song’s 
happy-go-lucky melody contradicts 
the lyrics that sing of moving on. 
“Birds” uses a rhythmic pause that 
also can be heard on other parts 
on the album, to transition into 
an energetic, stratified jam as it 
introduces the cohesive sound-
scape for the songs to follow.  

“Untitled” follows its predecessor’s 
easy-going tone, with a subtle Mo-
town-sounding swing. It’s about 
appreciating the memories you 
have with someone and realizing 
you’ve grown into different peo-
ple. The trumpet used in this song 
creates grand solo sections that 
bridge the structure very well. 
“Carolina” is another song where 
the horn section really shines 
through, giving it a shimmering 
layer of power. This song has a lu-
minous mix with a warm rhythm 
guitar chiming along in the back-
ground, guiding the vocals and 

solo sections to the forefront.  
The crossover into the acoustic 
guitar picked outro creates the 
perfect transition for the album’s 
emotional peak, “Magnolia”.  

“Magnolia’s” intimate production 
makes you feel like you’re stand-
ing in the “room full of strang-
ers” that Bedon is singing a name 
to. The song is simply guitar and 
vocals and is a sublime melodic 
ground for Bedon’s upper vocal 
range to carry the song through 
its rawness. 

The album picks back up with, 
“Lazy Eyes” and “In The Morning,” 
which both spell out the feelings 
of losing interest, and detach-
ment. “Lazy Eyes” employs a thumpy 
bassline to kick off the song’s 
confessional tone. The song men-
tions it being easier to stay in a 
bubble alone as “In The Morning” 
expands upon these emotions with 
Bedon singing about feeling sorry 
for himself as well as romanti-
cism. The divulging structure of 
the song is the part of the album 
where change feels especially in-
evitable. The two songs create a 
very relatable couplet of how it 
feels to go through the motions 
until you can’t anymore. 

The album starts to come to a 
close with another two songs that 
build off of each other as the use 
of synthesizers shift the tone 
of the album to a deeper place 
of introspection. “Blue #1” and 
“Blue #2” both use dynamic shifts 
in instrumentation to convey a 

longingness for clarity. “Blue #1” 
pleads for a break in the rain and 
avows, “I guess it has to rain some-
times”. The sound of a storm roll-
ing in seamlessly transitions to 
a lighter rain in the background 
of “Blue #2”. The vocal effects on 
this track go from being really up 
front to swirling around in the 
backdrop of the song as it fades 
like a memory slipping through 
your hands. The album's coda, 
“Rain Song” encompasses all the 
emotions expressed in the album 
in the form of a flashback with a 
looming sense of regret.

Overall, Morning  tells the story 
of the cycle of a relationship and 
the inevitable ways people change 
along the way. It doesn’t try too 
hard to understand all the rest-
less details, but is meditative as 
it observes the thoughts and re-
lies more on feeling to tell the 
story. The arrangements and flow 
of the album is unifying, while 
still allowing space for a diverse 
palette of sounds. The dynamic 
changes in the album really drive 
home the overarching theme of re-
lationships and how they are al-
ways changing pace with emotion. 

Bedon’s“Morning”
an album review 
by Raeleigh Tochtenhagen
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Happy Quarantine!
(or apocalypse, depending on 

your level of anxiety)

Farewell!
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